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DECISION AMENDING WATER RIGHT PERMITS 

WITHIN THE SACRAMENTO-SAN JOAQUIN DELTA WATERSHED 

WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO 

STANDARD WATER RIGHT PERMIT TERM 80 

BY THE BOARD: 
* I 

The State Water Resources Control Board (Board) having 

reserved jurisdiction through Standard Permit Term 80 over the 

season of diversion for over 500 water right permittees within 

the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed: notice of a hearing 

on possible adjustments to the season of diversion having been 

provided to Term 80 permittees and over 800 other interested 

parties: the Board having conducted a hearing on water 

availability on April 11, 12 and 13, 1983; Term 80 permittees, 

interested parties, and Board staff having appeared and 

presented evidence: legal briefs having been submitted: the 

evidence and legal briefs having been received and duly 

considered: the Board finds as follows: 

1. Subject of Decision 

Since 1965, the Board has reserved jurisdiction over water 

right permits issued within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 
Y 

” 

I 
watershed (Delta watershed) due to incomplete information 

~ 
7 

&7 ', 
regarding water availability. Through use of Standard Water 

t-4 Right Permit Term 80, the Board reserved jurisdiction to change 

the season of diversion when water availability becomes known 
/ I. 

0 
with greater certainty. Information from recently completed 

\ 
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studies of water availability and other evidence was presented 

at the Board hearing on April 11, 12, and 13, 1983. In 

accordance with the findings of the Board, the season of 

diversion for Term 80 water right permits shall be determined as 

specified in this decision. 

2. Description of Watershed 

The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed is the largest 

watershed in California. AS shown in Figure 1, the Sacramento 

River and the San Joaquin Rivers flow into the Delta. 

outflow from the Delta flows into Suisun Bay and then 

Francisco Bay. 

The 

into San 

The availability of water for appropriative water right 

permittees is affected by the quantity which is needed to 

satisfy holders of prior rights and the quantity necessary for 

protection of other beneficial uses. The availability of water 

throughout the Delta watershed is generally affected by the 

demand for water of suitable quality within the Delta and Suisun 

Marsh. Without adequate freshwater outflow from the Delta into 

Suisun Bay, seawater intrudes into the Delta and degrades water 

quality. High salinity and low Delta outflows can be harmful to 

agricultural production, municipal and industrial uses of water, 

and to various species of fish and wildlife throughout the Bay- 

Delta estuary. 

The need for adequate flow to protect water quality in the 

Delta and Suisun Marsh affects water availability throughout the 

Delta watershed. Although local factors may affect water 

availability along a particular stream reach, such factors were 

2 
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not addressed in any detail by the studies presented at the 

hearing. Therefore, the adjustments to the season of diversion 

for Term 80 permittees made in this decision relate primarily to 

the effect of Delta and Suisun Marsh water quality needs on the 

availability of water for diversion throughout the Delta 

watershed. 

3. Standard Water Right Permit Term 80 

In exercise of the authority granted under Sections 1253 and 

1394 of the Water Code, the Board has included standard water 

right permit Term 80 in over 500 permits for diversion within 

the Delta watershed. The wording of Term 80 used prior to 1980 

is as follows: 

. 
"The State Water Resources Control Board reserves 
jurisdiction over this permit for the purpose of conforming 
the season of diversion to later findings of the Board on 
prior applications involving water in the Sacramento River 
Basin and Delta. Action by the Board will be taken only 
after notice to interested parties and opportunity for 
hearing." 

From 1980 to the present, the wording of Term 80 has been as 

follows: 

"The State Water Resources Control Board reserves 
jurisdiction over this permit to change the season of 
diversion to conform to the results of a comprehensive 
analysis of the availability of unappropriated water in the 
[name of river basin or watershed]. Action to change the 

** season of diversion will be taken only after notice to 
t interested parties and opportunity for hearing." 

$ ‘7 4. State and Federal Projects 
ci. 

The Central Valley Project (CVP) operated by the Bureau of 

Reclamation (Bureau) and the State Water Project (SWP) operated 

II) by the Department of Water Resources (Department) substantially 
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alter flows within the Delta watershed. The major facilities of 

the SWP and CVP are shown in Figure 2. The CVP reservoirs 

include Clair Engle Lake on the Trinity River, Shasta Lake'on 
0 

the Sacramento River, Folsom Reservoir on the American River, 

New Melones Reservoir on the Stanislaus River and Millerton Lake c? 

on the San Joaquin River. 

CVP canals include the Tehama-Colusa Canal on the Sacramento 
"A \ ) 

River, the Delta-Mendota Canal which transfers water from the 

Delta to the Delta-Mendota Pool on the San Joaquin River, and 

the Friant-Kern Canal which transfers water from Millerton Lake 

south to Bakersfield. SWP facilities include Lake Oroville, the 

California Aqueduct and the South Bay Aqueduct. The CVP and SWP 

jOintly operate San Luis Reservoir, an offstream storage 

reservoir for water diverted from the Delta. 

The Projects' store winter and spring runoff and then 

release and transport it to satisfy demands within the 

Sacramento River Basin, San Joaquin Basin, Tulare Basin, San 

Francisco Bay Area communities and Southern California 

communities. . 

1 The term "Projects" refers jointly to the SWP and CVP. 
5 
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5. Delta Water Quality Standards 

Board Decision 1485 requires the Bureau and the Department 

to meet specified water quality standards in the Delta and 

Suisun Marsh established for agricultural uses, municipal and 

industrial uses, and fish and wildlife. Five categories of 

water years were established: wet, above normal, below normal, 

dry and critical. The standards vary in accordance with the 

runoff of each year. Less stringent standards were established 

for dry and critical years than for above normal and wet years. 

The underlying principle of the standards is that water quality 

in the Delta should be at least as good as what would have 

existed had the state and federal projects not been constructed, 

as limited by the constitutional mandate of reasonable use. 

(SWRCB Decision 1485, p. 10.) The effect of the standards is to 

require the Projects to release water from storage or to curtail 

diversions when the flow entering the Delta would otherwise be 

insufficient to meet the water quality standards. 

In addition to the Decision 1485 standards, Decision 1422 

established a 500 parts per million total dissolved solids 

standard to be met at the Vernalis gaging station on the San 

Joaquin River at the southern boundary of the Delta. Decision 

1422 requires the Bureau to release conserved water from New 

Melones Reservoir if necessary to meet the specified standard. 

The high salinity of the San Joaquin River is primarily due to 

salts from irrigation return flows and reduced river flows. The 

Water released from storage in New Melones Reservoir serves to 

reduce the salinity levels of the San Joaquin River before it 

flows into the Delta. 

7 



The water quality standards established by Decisions 1485 

and 1422 may be amended or augmented as the result of future 

Board proceedings. The hearing on water availability, however, 

did not involve any detailed examination of water quality 

standards. All of the analyses of water availability using the 

methods proposed at the hearing were based on the assumption 

that all or portions of the existing Delta water quality 

standards apply. If the standards are changed in the future, 

the proposed methods are sufficiently flexible to allow for 

modification of the season of water availability based on 

revised standards. 

6. 

the 

Standard Water Right Permit Term 91 

Following Board Decision 1485, adopted on August 16, 1978, 

Bureau and the Department protested numerous water right 

applications within the Delta watershed. The protests were 

based on claims by the Bureau and the Department that diversion 

by new applicants at certain times would force the Projects to 

release more stored water to meet the Delta water quality 

standards established by Decision 1485. As an interim solution 

to the problem, the Board.adopted Standard Water Right Permit 

Term 91 on March 25, 1980. The Term 91 Method of determining 

water availability was developed by the Bureau and the 

id Department. 
, 

applications 
l d '1 

u after August 

The term has been placed in permits issued on 

for diversion within the Delta watershed filed 

16, 1978. 

Term 91 prohibits permittees from diverting water when 

stored Project water is being released to meet Delta water 

quality standards or other inbasin demands. Board Order WR 81- 

8 
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15, adopted on November 19, 1981, specifies a procedure for 

determining when this condition is occurring. Use of Term 91 

enabled resolution of most of the Bureau's and the Department's 0 

protests against new applications. Term 91 was adopted as an 

interim measure to allow processing of new water right 

applications pending development of a long-term method for p *c\l 

determining when water is available for appropriation. The fact 4% 

that Water availability for Term 91 permittees was tied to Delta 

water quality standards, however, reflected the Board's view 

that it is proper for new appropriators to share -in the 

responsibility of meeting Delta water quality standards by 

curtailing diversions. 

7. Water Availability Study I_- i 

To develop a long-term solution to the water availability 

issue, the Board authorized a water availability study in 

Resolution 80-18, adopted on April 17, 1980. A hearing to 

discuss the scope of the study was held on January 19, 1981. 

The hearing was followed by four technical sessions of Board 

staff and interested parties held between June 8, 1982, and 

January 17, 1983. 

Staff had originally proposed a comprehensive analysis of 

water supply and demand which attempted to identify and quantify 

water usage by all diverters below the foothill reservoirs 

within the Delta watershed. (SWRCB Exh. 1, pp. 19-20.) This +f- 

approach was discontinued due to the lack of adequate data for 

factors such as return flow, groundwater accretions, unmeasured 'Y 

9 
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c 

tributary inflow, riparian use, appropriative use, and Delta 

consumptive use. (RT (4/11/83), p. 14, lines 16-20; SWRCB Exh. 

1, pd 19.) 

After discontinuing the comprehensive analysis of water 

supply and demand, staff conducted an analysis of water 

availability using the Term 91 Method and two new methods 

designated as the Storage Release Tracking Method and the 

Natural Flow Tracking Method. In addition, staff evaluated 

additional limitations on water availability in the San Joaquin 

River Basin based on the water quality standard at Vernalis 

established by Decision 1422. The methods for determining water 

availability which were considered by staff prior to the hearing 

are discussed at length in the Prehearing Staff Report (SWRCB 

Exh. 1). ’ 

8. Hearing on Water Availability for Term 80 Permittees 

A hearing on water availability for Term 80 permittees was 

held in Sacramento on April 11, 12 and 13, 1983. Notice of the 

hearing was sent by certified mail to the addresses of record of 

all Term 80 permittees. In addition, notice was sent by regular 

mail to all parties whose applications to appropriate water were 

pending before the Board and to over 800 other parties thought 

to have an interest in the matter. 

The following parties entered appearances at the hearing: 

Department of Water Resources, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 

Department of Fish and Game, Kenneth A. Torri, County Of 

Tuolumne, State Water 

0 
Water Quality Control 

\ 

Contractors, San Francisco Bay Regional 

Board, South Delta Water Agency, 

10 



Environmental Defense Fund, Friends of the River, the Bay 

Institute of San Francisco and attorney Anne J. Schneider and 

engineer Donald E. Kienlen. The legal brief filed by Anne 

Schneider clarified that the appearance at the hearing by 

herself and Donald E. Kienlen was made on behalf of the 

following parties: Browns Valley Irrigtion District, Yolo 

County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, Burtis 

Jansen, Scheidel and Osterli Farming Company, Natomas Central 

Mutual Water Company, Gunnersfield Enterprises Inc., South 

Sutter Water District, Reclamation District No. 2068, Sacramento 

River Contractors Association, 2047 Drain Water Users 

Association, East Contra Costa Irrrigation District, North Delta 

Water Agency, Newhall Land and Farming Company, Donald R. Frost 

and East Bay Municipal Water District. 

The hearing record was held open until May 29, 1983 to allow 

for submission of legal briefs. Briefs were filed by the Bureau 

of Reclamation, the Department of Water Resources, attorney Anne 

Schneider on behalf of the parties named above, the 

Environmental Defense Fund and Save San Francisco Bay 

Association. 

9. Methods of Determining Water Availability 

Several methods for determining water availability were 

presented at the hearing. Board staff discussed four methods: 

the Term 91 Method, the Storage Release Tracking Method, the 

Natural Flow Tracking Method, and the Vernalis Method. The 

Bureau proposed an alternative method refered to as the Delta 

11 



Balance Method. The Department presented an analysis of water 

availability based on operations studies using 57 years of- 

hydrologic record. 

Three methods (Term 91, Storage Release Tracking and Delta 

Balance Methods) can be used on a "real-time" basis. A real- 

time method can determine 

conditions as they occur, 

conditions or a long-term 

water availability based on actual 

rather than on the basis of historical 

average. Due to the wide variation in 

water availability from year to year, a real-time procedure 

allows for more efficient utilization of water supplies when 

they are available and better protection of prior rights when 

water supplies are scarce. 

As an alternative to a real-time procedure or a fixed season 
@ 

of diversion, the season of diversion specified in permits could 

be based upon the water year type (e.g., critical, dry, below 

normal, above normal, wet.) However, due to different ru,n-off 

patterns, water availability can vary considerably even amongst 

different years of the same water year type. (DWR Exh. 3-c, 

SWRCB Exh. 1, p.47, Table VII-2). Use of a real-time method for 

determining if water is available for diversion avoids this 

difficulty. 

10. Term 91 Method 

The Term 91 Method was developed by the Bureau and 

Department. Following input by other parties, a Board hearing 

and modification by the Board, Term 91 was adopted by the Board 

as an interim measure in 

91 is described in Board 

1978. The method for implementing Term 

Order WR 81-15. 
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Under the Term 91 Method, water is not available for 

diversion by Term 91 permittees when two conditions exist 

simultaneously. First, the Delta must be "in balance". The 

Delta is defined as being "in balance" when the CVP and SWP are 

being operated to meet water quality conditions in the Delta. 

The controlling conditions are usually water quality standards 

established by the Board. Water is considered to be available 

for appropriation if the Delta is not "in balance". 

The second condition for the Term 91 Method relates to 

Project storage releases and exports. Under the Term 91 Method, 

water is not available if Project exports plus "carriage water" 

requirements are less than Project storage releases and imports 

from the Trinity River. The availability of water using the 

Term 91 Method can be expressed by the following equation: 
!I 

AW = (EX f CW) - SR 

Where: AW = Available Water 

SR = Project Storage Releases 

plus Trinity River imports 

EX = Export Diversion through the 

Delta-Mendota Canal, Contra 

Costa Canal and California 

Aqueduct. 

cw = Carriage water, i.e the amount 

of additional Delta outflow 

required to compensate for 

currents created by the 

export pumps. 

13 



If AW is greater than zero, then water is available for 

diversion by Term 91 permittees. Water is not available for 

diversion when project storage releases plus Trinity River 

imports are greater than Project export diversions plus carriage 

water. In this latter case, a portion of Project storage 

releases is assumed to be needed to maintain Delta water quality 

standards. Additional upstream depl.etion of natural flows would 

require increased Project storage releases to meet Delta 

standards. 

Stated another way, water is considered available for Term 

91 permittees at all times when natural flow2 is sufficient to 

meet inbasin demands and Delta water quality standards. If the 

natural flow is sufficient to meet inbasin demands and the 

Projects release stored water only to satisfy their export 

demands, then water is still considered available for Term 91 

permittees. This is true even though the Projects have large 

direct diversion rights under their early priority 

applications. (USBR Exh. 8, 9 and 10.) Since water is 

considered available for inbasin use by Term 91 permittees at 

times when the natural flow is insufficient to satisfy the 

Projects' earlier direct diversion export rights, the Term 91 

Method implicitly assumes that the watershed protection statutes 

apply to the CVP and the SWP. (Water Code Sections 11128, 11460- 

11463.) The method does not involve identifying the particular 

2 AS used in this decision, the term "natural flow" refers to 
any surface water in the Delta watershed except for CVP/SWP 
storage releases. 
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county within which water originates. Thus, it makes no 

assumptions with respect to the county of origin statutes. 

(Water Code Sections 10505 and 10505.5.) 

11. Storage Release Tracking Method: 

The Storage Release Tracking Method divides the Sacramento 

River Basin and Delta into seven reaches, three along the 

Sacramento 'River, two along the Feather River, one along the 

American River and one in the Delta. (SWRCB Exh. l,,p. 27.) 

The method provides a means of "tracking" storage releases from 

reach to reach, determining how much stored water was used 

within each reach and determining how much stored water enters 

the Delta. The method allows for determining water availability 

on each stream reach rather than assuming that it will be the 

same throughout the watershed. As with the Term 91 Method, the 

Storage Release Tracking Method implicitly assumes that the 

watershed protection statutes apply (Water Code Sections 11128, 

11460-11468), but it makes no assumptions with respect to the 

county of origin statutes. (Water Code Sections 10505, 

10505.5.) The operation of the method is described in the 

prehearing staff report (SWRCB Exh. 1, pp. 24-31.) 

The Storage Release Tracking Method was used to determine 

water availability during 1979, 1980, and 1981 using data 

available for those years. The results for the three years 

examined were similar to the results of the Term 91 Method with 

the exception of the late summer when the Storage Release 

Tracking Method showed water to be available for approximately 

one week longer than shown by the Term 91 Method. (swRCB Exh. 

1, p. 42.) 

15 



The Storage Release Tracking Method was developed as a real- 

time method of determining water availability based on actual 

data. The method was not used to determine water availability 

for years before 1979 because the Project storage releases were 

not yet governed by the water quality standards established by 

Decision 1485. In order to examine water availability for 

earlier years, Board staff developed the Natural Flow Tracking 

Method. 

12. Natural Flow Tracking Method 

The Natural Flow Tracking Method tracks releases of stored 

water using the same procedure as the Storage Release Tracking 

Method until the water reaches the Delta. The amount of, 

unappropriated water within the Delta is calculated by 

subtracting the quantity of storage release entering the Delta, 

Delta consumptive use and Delta outflow requirements from.the 

total Delta inflow. This can be expressed by the following 

equation: 

WA = IN - SR - CU - DO 

Where: WA = water availability, i.e., the 

amount of unappropriated water 

within the Delta 

IN = total Delta inflow plus Delta 

precipitation 

SR = storage release entering the Delta 

cu = Delta consumptive use 

DO = Delta outflow requirement 

16 



Further explanation of the Natural Flow Tracking Method and 

the sources of data used in the above equation are provided in 

the prehearing staff report. (SWRCB Exh. 1, pp. 31-33, 41-47.) 

The Board staff presented an analysis of the season of water 

availability for the 22-year period from 1960 through 1981 using 

the Natural Flow Tracking Method. The analysis was based on 

historical data reflecting the level of development for the 

years considered but with the assumption that the D-1485 Delta 

outflow requirements applied. The results presented in Table 

VII-2 of the prehearing staff report show that the Delta was 

usually the controlling reach for determining water availability 

throughout the Sacramento River Basin and Delta. (SWRCB Exh. 1, 

p. 47.) 

13. Department of Water Resources Operations Studies 

The Department of Water Resources presented DWR Exhibits 3-A 

and DWR 3-C which show the results of an analysis of water 

availability using the Term 91 Method and data from the 

Department's operations studies for the 57 year period from 1922 

through 1978. (RT (4/11/83, p. 165, line 8 to p. 168, line 5.) 

The season of water availability varied from year-round 

availability in some years to as little as seven months 

availability in other years. (DWR Exh. 3-A.) The median season 

of unavailability was from June 11 to August 27. 

The Department also presented DWR Exhibits 3-B and 3-D which 

set forth the results of an analysis of water availability using 

a variation of the Storage Release Tracking Method and data from 

the Department's operations studies for the same 57-year 

17 



period. The Department's testimony indicates that when using 

0 data from Department operations studies, the season of water 

availability is the same using the equations proposed by Board 

staff for either the Natural Flow Tracking Method or the storage 

i_I* Release Tracking Method. (RT (4/11/83), p. 168, line 18 to p. 

169, line 15.)3 For the 57-year period 

season of unavailability of water under 

a tracking method approach is from June 

(4/11/83), p. 176, lines 21-25.) 

examined, the median 

the Department's use Of 

10 to August 22. (RT 

14. Bureau of Reclamation Delta Balance Method 

The Bureau of Reclamation proposed that water availability 

for Term 80 permittees be determined by a method referred to as 

the Delta Balance Method. (RT (4/12/83), pp. 99-105.) Under 

this method, water is not available for Term 80 permittees 

whenever the Delta is "in balance". The Bureau considers the 

Delta to be "in balance" whenever the CVP and SWP are operated 

t0 meet water quality standards in the Delta through specific 

operation decisions. (Written Testimony of John A. Renning, 

p.2). When the Delta is in balance, all available water is 

;> - 

'r 

0 

3 The analysis reflected in DWR Exhibits 3-B and 3-D requires 
consumptive use estimates for water use within the Delta. (RT 
(4/12/83), p. 35, lines 6-118.) Similar consumptive use 
estimates were used in the Natural Flow Tracking Method, but not 
in the Storage Release Tracking Method developed by Board 
staff. Therefore, despite the words "Storage Tracking Method" 
in the titles of DWR Exhibits 3-B and 3-D, the method reflected 
in those exhibits should not be confused with the Board's 
Storage Release Tracking Method. 
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being fully utilized by existing in-basin use, project export, 

Delta consumptive use, and Delta outflow. (RT (4/12/83), p.99, 

lines 17-20.) Bureau Exhibit 12 shows the period of time in 0 

which the Delta was in balance for the years 1970 through 1982. 
. 

The exhibit shows that the season of water availability 

determined by the Delta Balance Method is generally much shorter 

than the season calculated by any other method. 

In addition to the Bureau's analysis of the period of 

availability under actual conditions for 1970 through 1982, the 

Bureau also used the Delta Balance Method to analyze when water 

was available over a SO-year period assuming a 1980 level of 

development. Bureau Exhibits 15 and 17 show the season of water 

availability using the Delta Balance Method assuming that 

Decision 1485 standards apply. The period of water availability 

for Term 80 permittees using the Delta Balance Method is 
0 

generally reduced by one to three months over what is shown by 

the Department's historical analysis using a tracking method for 

a similar period of time. In the drought years of 1976 and h 

1977, the Delta Balance Method showed the period of water 

availability to be about six months shorter than shown by the 

Department's historical analysis using a tracking method. (RT 

(4/12/83), p. 103, lines 7-26.) 

The Delta Balance Method incorporates legal assumpt.ions 
:r 

which are consistent with the position stated in the Bureau's 
c: 

i 

post-hearing brief. These assumptions are that the watershed iT I;' 

protection and county of origin statutes are not applicable to 
'+ 

the Bureau and that the Bureau retains rights to all return 

0 
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f . 

I n 

flows from all water delivered under the Bureau's rights. (RT 

(4/12/83), p. 104, line 17 to p. 105, line 2, "Statement In 

Support of Bureau of Reclamation," May 31, 1983 pp. 5, 9). 

15. Comnarison of Methods 

The three real-time methods for determining water 

availability in the Delta watershed which were presented at the 

hearing are the Term 91 Method, the Board's Storage Release 

Tracking Method, and the Bureau's Delta Balance Method. The 

Board's Natural Flow Tracking Method and the Department's 

operations studies were presented to provide historical 

information on water availability rather than as proposals for 

determining water availability for Term 80 permittees on a real- 

time basis. 

Of the three real-time methods, the Bureau's Delta Balance 

Method estimated considerably shorter periods of water 

availability. The primary reason for the difference is that the 

Delta Balance iethod assumes that the watershed protection 

statutes are not applicable to the Central Valley Project. (RT 

4/12/83 p. 128, line 8 - p. 129, line 7). This assumption would 

allow the CVP to meet its water export requirements completely 

with water diverted from the natural flow before later priority 

appropriators for in-basin use may divert. Since CVP direct 

diversion permits issued prior to 1965 have an earlier priority 

than virtually all Term 80 permits, the period of water 

-. 
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availability to most Term 80 permittees would be greatly reduced 

using the Delta Balance Method. 4 

As discussed in Section 26, herein, the Bureau's position on 

the watershed protection statutes is contrary to several past 

decisions of this Board, the express language of'Water Code 

Section 11128, and the clear implication of the Supreme Court 

decision in California v. United States (1978) 438 U.S. 465, 98 - 

SCt. 2985. For this reason, the Board finds the Delta Balance 

Method to be an unacceptable procedure for determining water 

availability for Term 80 permittees. 

AS is the case with the Term 91 approach and the Storage 

Release Tracking Method, the Delta Balance Method does not 

involve identification of water on the basis of the county in 

which it originates. Applicability of the county of origin 

'statutes to the CVP (Water Code Sections 10505 and 10505.5) does 

not appear to be a relevant issue for purposes of this decision. 

The record does not establish what the effect of the 

differing assumptions regarding rights to return flow would be 

on the season of diversion for Term 80 permittees. (RT 

(4/12/83) p. 118 line 9 to p. 121 line 7). However, the Board 

believes that the assumption in the Delta Balance Method that 

the Bureau holds an automatic right to all CVP return flows is 

4 + 
The Bureau assumed that all Term 80 permittees have a later 

priority than CVP direct diversion rights. At least one permit 
has an earlier priority. However, the issue is not critical for 
our purposes since the Board finds the legal assumptions of the 
Delta Balance Method to be erroneous and the method is therefore 0 
unacceptable. 
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inconsistent with the Bureau's apparent practice of applying for 

rights to redivert return flow. (RT (4/12/83) p. 121, line 8 to 

P* 122, line 13; Decision 990, p. 32.) 

The Term 91 Method and the Storage Release Tracking Method 

showed similar seasons of water availability. The major 

objections to the Storage Release Tracking Method were that it 

treats all return flow from the Colusa Basin Drain as part of 

the natural supply available for appropriation, and that it 

requires data which is not as readily available or as reliable 

as the data used for the Term 91 Method. (RT (4/U/83) p. 154, 

line 3 to p. 155, line 7; p. 181, line 19 to p. 183, line 7; RT 

(4/12/83) p. 108, lines 15-23; p. 152, line 5 to p. 153, line 

17.) 

The general limitation of the Term 91 Method is that it 

assumes that all stored water released from CVP ,and SWP 

reservoirs actually reaches the Delta. While this is not the 

case during midsummer it does appear to be the case in late 

summer, when water again becomes available for appropriation. 5 

In establishing the season of water availability, the Board is 

primarily concerned with the time when water either becomes 

available or unavailable. The Term 91 Method appears to provide 

a close approximation of that time. 

5 See SWRCB Exh. 1 p. 39, Figure VII-l which shows water 

0 
availability as determined by the Term 91 Method and the Storage 
Release Tracking Method. The difference between the two values 
for any month indicates the amount of stored water releases used 
upstream of the Delta. 
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Another assumption of the Term 91 Method is that the 

carriage water values 'used in the Term 91 calculations 

accurately reflect actual conditions. During the Department's 

testimony, questions were raised as to the flows assumed to be 

needed to meet water quality standards during September in their 

operation studies. The flows the Department used in their 

operation studies are substantially higher than those assumed in 

the Board's natural flow tracking method. The testimony 

indicates that these higher flows may be due to "ramping 

flows"6 needed by the projects to meet the October Suisun 

Marsh Standards (RT (4/12/83) p. 16, line 8-p.18, line 26). The 

Department asserts that such ramping flows should be treated 

similar to the Delta standards since these flows assist the 

projects in meeting Delta standards. However, ramping flows 

could also be considered a project responsibility similar to 

carriage water since these flows allow more consistent project 

operations from month to month and more operational flexibility 

in October. 

During this hearing, no testimony was presented on the 

adequacy of the carriage water numbers used in the Term 91 

calculations. They vary depending on the Board's Delta 

6 Water quality standards in the Delta and Suisun Marsh may 
call for substantially better water quality conditions to exist 
in one month than in the preceeding month. In order to deal 
with this situation, project operators take actions which will 
incrementally increase Delta outflow required to meet the 
standard of a subsequent month, even though such higher flows 
may not be required to meet the standards of the present month. 
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standards, export rates and San Joaquin River flow. The Board's 

Delta standards are to be extensively reviewed beginning in 

August 1986 or earlier. During the hearing leading to revised 

Delta standards, the concerns raised here regarding the 

September ramping flows can be more thoroughly addressed. 

In light of all the evidence, the Board finds the Term 91 

Method to be a simple and acceptable method for determining 

water availability on a real-time basis. The Storage Release 

Tracking Method requires more data and at the present time does 

not yield substantially different results. 

A practical problem with both the Term 91 Method and the 

Storage Release Tracking Method is that the change from non- 

availability to availability of water is not rapid. Although 

the change in spring or early summer is quite sudden, the late 

summer change is not well defined. Staff analysis of daily data 

for the late summer period showed that both methods indicate 

brief periods in which water is available during a three week 

period before water becomes available for the remainder of the 

season. It would not be practical to notify permittees of each 

brief change in water availability. For this reason, the ,Board 

Will notify permittees that they may begin diverting on 

September 1 except in years where'water will not be available 

for significantly longer or where the season has been further 

restricted due to local conditions. In those years when water 

will not be available until significantly after September 1, the 

Board will notify permittees as appropriate. 
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16. Deletion of Term 91 From Permits For Small Quantities of 

Water And Permits For Certain Power Projects -I- ---- 

The months of July and August are currently excluded from 

the season of diversion specified in all Term 80 permits. In 

some areas, the Board has excluded additional periods of time 

where necessary for protection of local prior rights, fish flow 

requirements and other restrictions imposed by adjudica- 

tions. Until the adoption of Term 91 as an interim measure in 

1978, the Board made no general effort to regulate water users' 

season of diversion on a real-time basis. Permits were issued 

for a fixed season of diversion with the understanding that 

water may not always be available to a later permittee after 

satisfying the rights of riparians and earlier appropriators. 

The large yearly variations in availability of water, together 

with the existence of a method for determining water 

availability on a real-time basis, however, support adoption of 

a new approach toward specifying the season of diversion 

authorized in permits for relatively 'large quantities of water. 

Table 1 below shows the total quantity of direct diversion 

authorized by Term 80 permits excluding permits held by the 

Bureau. 
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0 
Diversion 
Rate (cfs) 

0.0 - 0.09 
0.10 - 0.49 
0.50 - 0.99 
1.00 - 1.99 
2.00 - 3.00 
>3.00 

Total 

No - 

57 
30 
12 
20 
9 

G 

% of Total 

36 
19 
7 

12 
6 

20 
100% 

80 Permittes 

Amount of Water 
cfs % of Total 

3 0.5 
8 1.4 
8 1.4 

26 4.4 
20 3.4 

521 88.9 
586 

-- 
100.0% 

As Table 1 indicates, there are a total of 160 Term 80 

permits with a total direct diversion of 586 cubic feet per 

second (cfs). There are 61 permits with a direct diversion rate 

of 1.0 cfs or more. These permits 

number'of permits, but account for 

diverted. 

represent 38% of the total 
., 

97% of the water that is 

Storage 
Amount (af) 

TABLE 2 

Storage by Term 80 Permittees 

Permits 
No % of Total - 

0 - 9.9 181 48 
10 - 99.9 176, 46 

100 - 1,000 20 5 
>l,OOO 5 1 

Total 382 iiYC% 

Amount 
af % of Total 

662 1 
5,007 6 
6,823 9 

66,400 84 
78,892 lGG% .I 

As shown on Table 2, there are 382 term 80 permits for 

total storage of 78,892 acre-feet (AF). There are 25 permits 

for storage demand of 100 AF or more. These 25 permits account 

for 6% of the total number of permits but account for 93% of the 

stored water. 
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All permits are subject to prior rights. There is no legal 

requirement that the Board formally regulate a permittee's 

season of diversion on a real-time basis. With limited 

exceptions, real-time regulation of diverters has traditionally 

been the function of'a watermaster. From the above tables, it 

is clear that most of the benefits of real-time regulation of 

Term 80 permittees can be achieved by focusing on relatively few 

permits. The Board finds that in view of the small quantity of 

water involved, it is inefficient to establish real-time 

regulation of hundreds of parties diverting small quantities of 

water. Therefore, at this time, the Board will apply the Term 

91 Method of determining water availability only to those Term 

80 permits which authorize direct diversion at a rate of 1.0 cfs 

or more or which authorize diversion to storage of 100 AF per 

year or more. Term 80 permits which authorize diversion of 

smaller quantities of water will continue to be subject to a 

fixed season of diversion except for those permits which will 

receive Term 93 as specified in paragraph 7 of the order. 

Term 91 has been included as an interim condition of all 

permits in the Delta watershed issued on applications filed 

after August 16, 1978. The term has been included in such 

permits without regard to the quantity of water involved. For 

the reasons discussed, Term 91 will remain in those permits 

which authorize direct diversion at a rate of 1.0 cfs or more or 

which authorize diversion to storage of 100 AF per year or 

more. Term 91 will be deleted from permits authorizing 

diversion of smaller quantities of water and such permits will 
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be subject to a fixed season of diversion as described in 

0 Section 17. Term 91 will also be deleted from permits 

authorizing diversion of water for power generation provided 

such projects do not change the streamflow regime in a way which 

rf;;i alters the rate or quantity of flow entering the Delta. 

,d* 'r 17. Determination of Fixed Season of Diversion for Minor 

Water Users 

The fixed seasons of diversion specified in Term 80 permits 

are generally based upon the results of previous studies showing 

that water was available at the time in question during half or 

more of the years of record. With certain exceptions, if water 

was 

the 

shown to be available during more than half the years, then 

period in question was included in the season of diversion. 

The results of several analyses of historic water 

availability in the Delta watershed were presented at the 

hearing. The Department's 57-year analysis using the Term 91 

Method and data from the Department's operations studies show 

the median season of unavailability to be between June 11 and 

August 27. (Calculation of median season of diversion from DWR 

Exh. 6). The Department's analysis using the same data and 

their "Storage Tracking Method" shows the median season of 

unavailability to be between June 10 and August 22. (RT 

.- M/11/83) p. 

Natural Flow 
l * , 
‘r 

‘r period shows 

176 lines 21-25). Board staff's analysis using the 

Tracking Method and historical data for a 22-year 

the median season of unavailability to be between 

June 12 and August 15. (SWRCB Exh. 1, Figure VII-3, p. 44). 

-- 
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The analyses agree that water is generally not available 

from mid-June until mid or late August. As discussed in Section 

15, the Term 91 Method will be used for determining the season 

of diversion for permittees who will be regulated on a real-time 

basis. It is appropriate to apply a method based on the same 

underlying assumptions when determining the median season of 

water availability for permittees who receive a fixed season. 

Using the findings of the Department's 57 year analysis under 

the Term 91 Method would result in excluding the period of June 

ll-August 27 from the fixed season of diversion for permittees 

diverting small quantities of water. However, the Board 

recognizes that the dates of availability determined in the 

study are approximations and that the season of diversion 

specified in permits has traditionally been specified in monthly 

or bi-weekly periods. Therefore, the Board concludes that the 

fixed season of diversion for Term 80 permittees diverting less 

than 1.0 cfs by direct diversion or less than 100 AF to storage 

should exclude the period from June 16 to August 31. The one 

exception to this conclusion is that permittees who do not have 

hydraulic continuity with the Delta should be allowed to 

continue diverting subject to the conditions of their permits. 

(See Section 19). 

18. Relationship of Delta Demands and Local Demands to Season --- 

of Diversion 

All water users in the Delta watershed have a responsibility 

to share in meeting Delta water quality needs for riparian and 

other uses. (See discussion in Section 22). Therefore, it is 
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limitations on water availability are not affected by the 

proper for Term 80 permittees throughout the watershed to 

diverting water when all remaining natural flow is needed 

maintaining water quality in the Delta and Suisun Marsh. 

stop 

for 

Although the season of water availability in areas tributary to 

the Delta may be shorter due to local demands, it cannot be 

longer than the season of availability within the Delta. 

In order to protect prior rights in the Delta, July and 

August have been excluded from the season of diversion specified 

in all Term 80 permits. Previous Board decisions have further 

restricted the season of diversion permitted in some areas of 

the'Delta watershed due to' local demands. The Term 91 Method 

focuses only on restrictions on water availability due to 

conditions in the Delta. Therefore, prior decisions which 

further restrict the season of diversion due to local 

findings of this decision. 

19. Lack of Hydraulic Continuity 

If, in the absence of a permittee's diversion, there would 

be no hydraulic continuity between the permittee's point of 

diversion and the Delta, then curtailing diversion of water by 

such a permittee would not normally assist in meeting the water 

needs of the Delta. The South Delta Water Users Association 

i- (South Delta) recommends that permit terms requiring curtailment 
.? 

of diversion to assist in meeting Delta standards should apply 
-.7 . ti 

% whenever there is "either surface or subsurface - continuity of 

flow. "(RT (4/12/83) p. 169, lines 4-7, emphasis added). 

0 However, South Delta introduced no evidence showing that the 
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rate of subsurface 

the Delta would be 

which water is 

the Board will 

permittees who 

Delta. 

not 

flow is such that water quality conditions in 

affected within the expected period during 

available. In the absence of such evidence 0 

continue to apply Term 91 only to these 

have surface hydraulic continuity with the 

The fact that some Term 80 

during July and August despite 

water is generally unavailable 

permits authorize diversion 

pr,evious Board decisions that 

during those months implies that 

hydraulic continuity may not normally exist between the 

permittee's point of diversion and the Delta during the summer 

months. None of the studies presented at the hearing, however, 

provided sufficient information to determine which permittes may 

lack hydraulic continuity with the Delta during periods of 

inadequate supply. In instances where Board records indicate 
0 

that hydraulic continuity is questionable, it would be unwise to 

further restrict the permittees' season of diversion until the 

issue is resolved. Therefore, in this decision, the Board will 

not further restrict the season of diversion specified in those 

Term 80 permits which authorize diversions during July and 

August. 

20. Continued Exclusion of July and August from Diversion 

Season of Existing Term 80 Permittees 
cr 'i 

In order to avoid protests and to conform to prior decisions 

of the Board, many of the applications filed by Term 80 

permittees excluded July and August from the requested season of 

diversion. When notice of such applications was provided to the 

e' 
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public and potentially affected water users, there was no 

0 \ indication that the season of diversion would include July and 

August. If the July and August exclusion were to be removed 

from existing Term 80 permits 

diversion would be determined 

In wet or above normal years, 

at this time, the season of 

solely by operation of Term 91. 

permittees would be allowed to 

divert for all or a portion of July and August. 

Since most of the applications were never noticed for July 

and August, however, allowing diversions during those months 

could raise due process objections by claimants of prior 

rights. In addition, as discussed in the preceeding section, 

the Term 91 Method only addresses restrictions on water 

availability due to conditions in the Delta. It makes no 

0 

assessment of water availability in areas where local demand may 

A be the controlling factor. For these reasons, it would be 

improper to remove the July and August exclusion from the season 

.of diversion authorized in existing Term 80 permits. 

Permittees who will continue to be subject to Term 91 and 

who wish to divert during July and August in years when water is 

available should file a new application for those months. Such 

parties are advised, however, that in most years water will not 

9- 

be available during that period. In accordance with the Board's 

policy of specifying a fixed season of diversion for diversion 
i of small quantities of water, parties who have hydraulic 

:; ’ 
% continuity with the Delta and who divert less than 1.0 cfs or 

100 AF should not apply for July and August since those months 

0 
cannot be included in a fixed season of diversion. 
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21. Water Availability in San Joaquin River Basin 

The Term 91 Method determines restrictions on water 

availability resulting from prior rights and water quality 

demands within the Delta. The restrictions on the season of 

availability established by the Term 91 Method are applicable to 

tributaries having hydraulic continuity with the Delta, 

including the San Joaquin River and its tributaries. The season 

of diversion for Term 80 permittees along the San Joaquin River 

is further restricted by the need to protect water quality in 

the southern Delta. Partially as a result of salt buildup from 

irrigation return flow, water quality problems in the southern 

Delta increase during times of low flow. (RT (4/11/83) p. 33, 

line 33- p. 34 line 2, RT (4/12/83) p. 165 line 25 - p. 166 line 

7). 

Board Decision 1422 and the Delta Water Quality Control Plan 

(SWRCB Exh. 8 p. VI-29, Table VI-l) established a water quality 

standard of 500 parts per million total dissolved solids for the 

San Joaquin River at the Vernalis gaging station. Decision 1422 

requires the Bureau to release water from New Melones Reservoir 

to meet the Vernalis standard. Using the Vernalis Water Quality 

Method, water is considered unavailable for Term 80 permittees 

upstream from Vernalis when the flow is not sufficient to meet 

the water quality standard at Vernalis in the absence of 

releases of conserved water from New Melones. (sWRCB Exh. 1 p= 

L 
- , 

0 

34). Prohibiting diversion by Term 80 permittees at such times i r? 
4 

will prevent further reduction in the natural flow of the San '? 

Joaquin River and will assist in meeting the water quality 

standards established by Decision 1422. l ' 
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22. Responsibility of Term 80 Permittees Toward Delta Water 

Quality Standards 

Using the Term 91 Method to determine water availability 

0 

requires permittees to cease diverting water any time that 

natural flow is insufficient to meet Delta water quality 

standards as established by Decision 1485. Thus, the method is 

based on the assumption that Term 80 permittees must share in 

the responsbility of protecting Delta water quality by 

curtailing diversions when necessary to meet water quality 

standards. 

The standards established in Decision 1485 protect 

agricultural uses, municipal and industrial uses, and fish and 

wildlife. The agricultural standards and most of the municipal 

and industrial standards are based upon protection of prior 

rights. The fish and wildlife standards and the 250 

miligram/liter chloride standard for municipal and industrial 

use were established on public interest grounds. (Decision 

1485, p. 9-17, SWRCB Exh. 1, p. 72). To the extent that the 

Term 91 Method limits water availability to protect prior 

rights, the method simply provides a means of enforcing a 

condition applicable to all appropriative water right permits. 

Therefore, in the exercise of its reserved jurisdiction, it is 

clearly appropriate for the Board to limit the season of 

diversion of Term 80 permittees as necessary to protect prior 
-* 7 ‘.’ 

L rights. 

In some instances the Term 91 Method restricts diversions 

0 
when the remaining natural flow is needed to meet water quality 
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standards established to protect fish and wildlife or other 

public interest concerns. Restricting diversions by Term 80 

permittees in such cases goes beyond protection of prior 

rights. However,. the scope of the Board's jurisdiction under 

the original and the revised versions of Term 80 is broad. 

(Section 3 infra., SWRCB Exh. 1 pp. 72 and 73). Moreover, all 

permittees are subject to the continuing authority of the Board 

to regula.te permittees in accordance with the constitutional 

requirements of reasonable and beneficial use of water and the 

Board"s duty to consider public trust values. (California 

Constitution, Article X, Section 2, National Audubon Society et 

al. V City of Los Angeles (1983) 33 Cal. 3d 419, 189 Cal. Rptr. 

346). Term 80 and these authorities clearly authorize the Board 

to do more than simply adjust the season of diversion as 

necessary to protect prior rights. In exercising its reserved 

jurisdiction over Term 80 permittees, the Board concludes that 

it is equitable for such permittees to share in the 

responsibility for meeting the Delta water quality standards 

established to protect fish and wildlife and other public 

interest concerns. 

In summary, the Board concludes that it is appropriate for 

Term 80 permittees to share in meeting all Delta water quality 

standards whether based on protection of agricultural uses, 

municipal and industrial uses, or fish and wildlife and other c 
” 

public interest requirements. The standards currently in effect k y* 
3 

were established by Board Decision 1485. Term 80 permittees B 
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will be notified of any future Board proceedings involving 

revisions to Delta water standards which could affect their 

season of diversion. 

23. San Francisco Bay Outflow Requirements 

Board Decision 1485 requires the CVP and the SWP 

independently or in cooperation with other agencies to 

participate in studies to determine "outflow needs in San 

Francisco Bay, including ecological benefits of unregulated 

outflows and salinity gradients established by them." (Decision 

1485, p. 39). At the request of the Department of Water 

Resources and the Bureau of Reclamation, a study is being 

carried out by the Department of Fish and Game. It is hoped 

that the information obtained in this study will assist the 

Board in establishing flow standards to protect beneficial uses 

in the Bay. Although the study is not complete, the Department 

of Fish and Game presented a summary of the results obtained 

thus far. (Fish and Game Exh. 2). 

The preliminary results indicate that reduced flows 

definitely can cause significant biological changes in estuary 

environments such as the Bay. (RT (4/13/83) p. 26 lines 17- 

23). Although presently available information is insufficient 

for setting Bay flow standards, the evidence is sufficient to 

justify putting Term 80 permittees and new applicants on notice 

that the Board may exercise its reserved jurisdiction under Term 

80 to revise their season of diversion as may be necessary for 

the protection of beneficial uses in the Bay. Notice and 

opportunity for hearing will be provided before modifying the 

season of diversion in any Term 80 permits. 
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The testimony of the Department of Fish and Game indicates 

that the unregulated outflows necessary to protect the Bay are 

relatively large amounts of water, particularly when compared to 

the smaller quantities diverted under most Term 80 permits. 

(Transcript (4/13/83), p. 47). The Department of Fish and Game 

recommends that the Board expressly reserve jurisdiction to 

adjust large new water right permits as may be necessary to meet 

future outflow standards for the Bay and other areas of the 

Bay/Delta estuary from Chipps Island downstream. (Dept. of Fish 

and Game Exh. 4, RT (4/13/83) p. 61, line 7 p. 62 line 11). 

It is apparent that the larger projects which have the 

greatest impact on freshwater outflow to the Bay are/the 

projects for which future changes in permit conditions are most 

likely. In order to assure that all such permittees are 

expressly on notice that their permit conditions are subject to 

change, the Board concludes that Permit Term 80 should be 

revised to reserve jurisdiction over large new permittees to 

make adjustments as necessary to meet future Bay outflow 

standards. The revised Term 80 should be included in permits 

for direct diversion of 1.0 cfs or more and permits for 

diversion to storage of 100 AF or more. 

In addition to revising Term 80, a new permit term should be 

developed for use in the large permits authorizing diversions 

from streams tributary to 8an Francisco Bay, but which are not 

tributary to the Delta. The new permit term will reserve 

jurisdiction to adjust the season of diversion as necessary to 

meet future Bay standards. As with the revised Term 80, the 
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term would be included in permits for direct diversion of 1.0 

0 
cfs or more and permits for diversion to storage of 100 AF or 

more. A suggested wording for this new term is included in 

Section 30. 

240 Continuation of Reserved Jurisdiction Under Term 80 

The likelihood of adjustments to Delta water quality 
r 

standards, the prospect of establishing Bay outflow standards 

and the possibility of developing more accurate means of 

determining water availability in the future justify retaining 

Term 80 in all permits for direct diversion of 1.0 cfs or more 

and permits for diversion to storage of 100 AF or more. In some 

instances,, the Board may have the same or similar authority to 

adjust the season of diversion under its mandatory duty to 

consider public trust values. (National Audubon Society et 

a al. v City of Los Angeles, (1983) 33 Cal. 3d 419, 189 Cal. 

Rptr. 346). In the interest of clarity and fairness, however, 

the Board determines that it is appropriate to continue to 

advise permittees of the Board's reserved jurisdiction over 

their season of diversion through standard water right permit 

Term 80. The wording of Term 80 in existing permits will not be 

changed. . 

As shown in Tables 1 and 2 in Section 16, permittees 

r( - diverting less than 1.0 cfs by direct diversion or less than 100 

m 

'. , 
t 

IL 

l 

Al? by diversion to storage account for a very small percentage 

of the water subject to the Board's reserved jurisdiction under 

Term 80. Such permittees will receive a fixed'season of 

diversion which excludes the period of June 16 to August 31. 
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(See Section 17). The Board does not believe that continuation 

of reserved jurisdiction over the season of diversion for such 

water users is justified by the small quantity of water 

involved. Therefore, Term 80 will be deleted from permits for 

direct diversion of less than 1.0 cfs or for diversion to 

storage of less than100 AF. 

25. Continuining Authority of Board Under Term 90 

Standard water right permit Term 90 states: 

"This permit is subject to prior rights. 
Permittee is put on notice that during some years 
water will not be available for diversion during 
portions or all of the season authorized herein. 
The annual variations in demands and hydrologic 
conditions in the [name of the river basin] are 
such that in any year of water scarcity the season 
of diversion authorized herein may be reduced or 
completely eliminated on order of this Board made 
after notice to interested parties and opportunity 
for hearing." 

Term 90 was developed following the 1976-77 drought in order 

to put new permittees expressly on notice that their season of 

diversion could be reduced or eliminated as necessary to protect 

prior rights. The language of the term indicates that any Board- 

ordered reductions in the season of diversion would be of 

limited duration in response to conditions during a particular 

water year. Although all permits are issued subject to prior 

rights, it is reasonable to put permittees expressly on notice 

that their season of diversion is subject to direct Board 

taken to protect prior rights. Term 90 has been included 

permits for both large and small diverters when hydraulic 

action 

L 

. -1 
,i 

continuity with the Delta exists, or is likely to exist, during * 
, 

the authorized season of diversion. The Board concludes it is 

0 \ 
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reasonable to continue use of such a term to deal with specific 

water shortages that may occur. Term 90 will remain in all 

permits in which it is presently included. 

26. Application of Watershed Protection Statutes to cVP 

a. POSitiOn of Bureau of Reclamation 

The CVP and SWP have large direct diversion rights for 

water export which are based on earlier dates of filing than 

the rights of most Term 80 water users. (USBR Exh. 8, 9 and 

10; DWR Exh. 2-A). Under the Term 91 Method, water is 

considered available for inbasin use even at times when 

natural flow is insufficient to satisfy the export demand of 

the CVP and SWP under their direct diversion rights. Thus, 

an underlying assumption of the Term 91 Method is that in- 

basin water use is entitled to preference over CVP and SWP 

exports by virtue of the watershed protection statutes. 

(Water Code Sections 11128, 11460-11463). 

The Department of Water Resources does not contest the 

assumptions of the Term 91 Method with respect to exports of 

water. The Bureau of Reclamation asserts, however, that the 

watershed protection statutes do not apply to the United 

States. The Bureau further contends that it is improper,,for 

the Board to adopt a method of determining water 

availability for Term 80 permittees based on the assumption 

that the statutes do apply. (RT 4/12/83 p. 69 lines 2-18, 

Statement in support of Bureau of Reclamation, pp. 5-8). 
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b. Statutory provisions 

The State Central Valley Project Act was enacted in 

1933. (Calif. Stats., 1933, Ch 1042, p. 2643). The 0 

statutory antecedent of present Water Code Section 11460 was 

a provision of that Act (Calif. Stats. 1933, ch. 1042, sec. 

11, pp. 2650-2651) and, with minor amendment, has remained 

i " _' 

in force 

" In 
any 

to the present. Water Code Section 11460 states: ?' r 

the construction and operation by the department of 
project under the provisions of this part a . . 

watershed or area wherein water originates, or an area 
immediately adjacent thereto which can conveniently be 
supplied with water therefrom, shall not be deprived by 
the department directly or indiectly of the prior right 
to all of the water reasonably reqired to adequately 
supply the beneficial needs of the watershed, area, or 
any of the inhabitants or property owners therein." 

In 1951, Water Code Section 11128 was enacted. It 

expressly applies the requirements of Water Code Section 

11460 to any "units" identified in the State Central Valley 

Project Act 

Government. 

limitations 

constructed 

when constructed or operated by the Federal 

Section 11128 also provides that the 

should apply to additional units which may be 

and operated as part of the project. The major 

components of the CVP come within the description of Section 

11128. 

C. Board policy 

In 

origin, 

permits 

light of the statutory protections for the area of 

the Board has expressly conditioned numerous CVP k. 

to reflect that the rights granted are subject to . .a 

,? 
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the prior rights of present or future water users within the 

watershed in which the water originates. 7 Still other 

permits have been conditioned to reflect a similar statutory 

preference granted to counties within which water 

originates. 8 Although many CVP permits contain express 

protections for the area of origin, the absence of such 

protections as a condition in the permit does not imply that 

the watershed protection statutes do not apply. As stated 

in State Water Rights Board Decision D935: 

"The limitations imposed by the watershed prqtection 
law are not dependent upon administrative action but 
exist by force of the statute itself." (Decision D935, 
p.71). 

d. Application of the Watershed Protection Statutes to 

the CVP is not inconsistent with Congressional 

directives 

The Bureau argues that the CVP is exempt from the 

watershed protection statutes on the grounds that the state 

. 

7 Permits issued on the following applications filed by or 
assigned to the Bureau contain permit terms based on provisions 
of the watershed protection statutes (Water Code Sections 11128, 
11460-11463): Applications 5626, 9363-9368, 15764, 13370-13372, 
14662, 18721, 18723, 21636, 21637, 21542, 22316, 1119, 12578, 
12716, 234, 1465, 5638, 18006, 15763, 18812, 18733, 18714, 1131, 
11332, 11761, 11762 and 11989. 

8 Permits issued on the following applications filed by or 
assigned to the Bureau contain permit terms based on provisions 
of the county of origin statutes (Water Code Sections 10505 and 
10505.5): Applications 5625, 5626, 9363-8, 5627, 5628, 15374- 
15376, 16767, 16768, 17374, 16857, 16858, 19303, 19304 and 18115 
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may not impose conditions on water right permits of the 

United States which are inconsistent with congressional 

provisions. (Statement in Support of Bureau of Reclamation, 

pp. 6, 7). The Bureau has not cited any provision of the 

legislation authorizing the CVP that expressly exempts CVP 

water rights from the watershed protection statutes. (RT 

4/12/83) p. 82 lines 19-23). Rather, the Bureau argues that 

any restrictions or conditions which could reduce the 

quantity of water available under the Bureau's rights have 

the effect of limiting the project's ability to meet a 

stated congressional goal and are therefore invalid under 

the standard established in California v United States 

(1978) 438 U. S. 645, 98 S Ct. 2985. 

Although the Bureau cites California v. United States 

in support of its position, it ignores the clear language of 

the decision. In discussing provisions of the Reclamation 

Act of 1902 (43 U.S.C. Sets. 372, 383) which govern the 

appropriation of water for the CVP and other Federal 

reclamation projects the Court states: 

llThe legislative history of the Reclamation Act of 1902 
makes it abundantly clear that Congress intended to 
defer to the substance, as well as the form, of state 
water law." (Id. 438 U.S. at 676). 

Thus, the presumption is that the Federal government 

is subject to state laws concerning water rights. In 

contending that the CVP is exempt from the watershed 

protection statutes, the Bureau has the burden of presenting 

specific Congressional directives which are directly 
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inconsistent with the provisions of state law. None were 

presented. 

In reviewing the legislative history of the Reclamation 

Act of 1902, the Supreme Court states: 

"AS Representative Sutherland, later to be a Justice of 
this Court, succintly put it, 'if the appropriation and 
use were not under the provisions of the State law the 
utmost confusion would prevail.' . ..Different water 
rights in the same state would be governed by different 
laws and would frequently conflict," (Id. 438 U.S. at 
668, 669). 

The statutory preference provided to areas where water 

originates is a substantive element of California water 

rights law. The appropriative water rights of the CVP and 

SWP for export of water out of the watershed of origin or 

adjoining areas are considered to be junior to later in- 

basin use, just as they are considered to be junior to 

future riparian use. If the Bureau‘s permits were not 

subject to watershed protection provisions, CVP water rights 

would be treated considerably different than SWP water 

rights. As stated in California v United States , "...'the 

utmost confusion would prevail'... Different water rights 

in the same state would be governed by different laws... 

"(Ibid.). Fortunately, however, the Reclamation Act of 1902 

provides that the federal government is to obtain water 

rights for federal reclamation projects in accordance with 

state law. (43 U.S.C. Sec. 383). Thus, application of 

California's watershed protection statutes to the water ’ 

rights acquired for the CVP is entirely consistent with 

Congressional directives. 
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,e . Use of. the Term 91 Method for determining water 

availability does not interfere with the export of 

water to which the Bureau has a superior riqht 

The Bureau contends that use of Term 91 Method is 

*improper since it interferes with export of water to which 

the Bureau ,has a superior right. (Statement in Support of 

Bureau of Reclamation, pi 7). This assertion ignores the 

fact that the water rights which the Bureau holds are the 

rights it has been granted under state law. The water right 

permits for the CVP do not guarantee the Bureau the right to 

divert any certain quantity of water in any year. The, 

Bureau's permits which authorize diversion of water for 

export simply grant the right to divert and use up to a 

stated quantity of water, provided that riparian rights and 

‘-a, 
‘U _ 

I ’ 
I 

appropriative rights for use within the area where the water 
0 

originates are satisfied and other terms of the permits are 

complied with. 

The purpose of the hearing on water availability for 

Term 80 permittees was not to consider changes in the water 

rights acquired by the Bureau before Term 80 was adopted. 

Although future inbasin development can diminish the 

quantity of water available for export, that fact was 

recognized by all parties at ,the time the Bureau's permits 
'0 I- 

were issued. In most instances, the statutory provisions i 

regarding areas of origin were expressly acknowledged in the ._ _ 9 
>’ 

i 
form of permit conditions: If the Bureau wished to 

challenge the basic nature of the water right entitlements 
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which it has received, it should have done so at the time 

the permits were issued -- not many years later as part of a 

proceeding on totally different permits. Our recent 

statement in Decision 1587 regarding the Bureau's 

contentions in the SOFAR proceeding is equally applicable to 

the Bureau's contentions in the present proceeding: 

"We further find that over the long period during which 
it has been constructing or operating water projects in 
California, the Bureau has sought and obtained many 
appropriative permits under California's water right 
laws... Virtually all of these permits contain 
conditions protecting the prior rights of the areas of 
the waters' origin. The Bureau has accepted these 
water right entitlements issued under the laws of this 
State. It has availed itself of the authority and 
benefits conferred by these entitlements in 
constructing or operating works for the appropriation 
of the waters of this State. The hour is very late 
for the Bureau's assertion that it need not respect the 
entitlement conditions protecting the interests of the 
areas in which the water originates. These conditions - 
- no less than the authority and benefits -- are part 
and parcel of the entitlements." (Decision 1587 p. 47, 
enphasis added). 

Using the Term 91 Method to determine water 

availability simply recognizes that the export rights of the 

Bureau are subject to the prior rights of water users in the 

area where the water originates. Since the Bureau's rights 

are, and always have been, subject to such rights of in- 

basin users, use of the Term 91 Method does 

interfere with the export of water to which 

superior right. i 

nothing to 

the Bureau has a 
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f. There is no evidence showing that the financial 

integrity of the CVP is endangered by continued use of 

the Term 91 Method 

The Bureau asserts that use of the Term 91 Method to 

determine water availability endangers the "financial 

integrity of the CVP by injecting uncertainty as to the 

quantity and price of water available under contract." 

(Statement in SUppOrt of Bureau of Reclamation, p. 7). The 

reasoning seems to be that if the quantity of water 

available for export by the CVP is reduced as a result of in- 

basin development, the "financial integrity" of the entire 

project is thereby endangered. The Bureau presented 

testimony that if there is a reduction in the total amount 

of water available from the project, there is a narrower 

base on which to spread the repayment costs. (RT (4/12/83) 

P* 80 lines 3-6). It is reasonable to assume that if less 

water were available for sale, the price per unit of the 

remaining water would increase in order to recover a given 

amount of money. The Bureau introduced no evidence, 

however, of the amount of increase in the per unit cost of 

water due to compliance with the watershed protection 

statutes, nor did it introduce evidence that purchasers 

would be unavailable if the price of CVP water were to 

increase. Thus, there is no basis for concluding that 

compliance with laws regarding protection of the watershed 

of origin endangers the "financial integrity of the CVP." 
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g* Compliance with the watershed protection statutes 

does not constitute impairm,ent of contracts within the 

meaning of Article 1, Section 10 of the United States 

Constitution 

The Bureau argues that the effect of the watershed 

protection statutes is to impair contracts between the 

United States and various public agencies in violation of 

Article 1, Section 10 of the U. S. Constitution. (Statement 

in Support of The Bureau of Reclamation, p. 7). This 

argument overlooks the fact that the Bureau may legally 

contract to deliver only that water to which it has a legal 

right under California law. The water rights under which 

the CVP may export water are subject to the superior rights 

of the areas within which the water originates just as they 

are subject to the superior rights of riparian users. 

The fact that the Bureau has entered into a contract 
-r 

to deliver water to a third party does not bestow upon the 

Bureau a greater water right than it previously held. Water 

right permits for the CVP were subject to the watershed 
& 

protection statutes before water delivery contracts were 

executed and they continue to be subject to the same 

statutes following execution of contracts. State regulation 

which restricts a party to gains it reasonably expected from 

a contract should not be deemed to be an unconstitutional 

impairment of contracts. (Energy Resources Group, Inc. 

v. Kansas Power and Light Co. (1983) U.S. , 103 s 

ct. 697, 704-05). Board recognition of the watershed 
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protection statutes does not constitute impairment of 

Contracts within the meaning of Article 1, Section 10 of the 

United States Constutution. 

27. County of Origin Statutes 

t Water Code Sections 10505 and 10505.5 apply to water rights 

initiated by State applications which were later assigned, 

including applications assigned to the Federal Government or to 

a State agency. The statutes provide preferential treatment for 

use Of water within the county in which it originates if the 

water is needed for development of the county. None of the 

methods of determining water availability proposed at the 

hearing identify the particular counties within which water 

originates or is consumed. Since it does not identify the 

counties in which water originates or is used, the Term 91 

Method does not make any specific assumptions with respect to 

the county of origin protections. Although the requirements of 
-. (, the county of origin statutes may definitely affect the 

availability of water for particular permittees, such effects 

will have to be analyzed on a case by case basis. 

28. Return Flow 

Although quantities of return flows are not measured or 

estimated, the Term 91 Method makes certain assumptions through 

which return flows affect the calculation of storage releases 

entering the Delta and natural supply available for 

appropriation. (SWRCB Exh. 1 pp 49, 50, 58). The method 

assumes that if there is no inbasin use of storage releases, all 

return flows become a part of the natural supply available for 

. 
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use by downstream diverters in order of 

inbasin use of storage releases, return 

replenish the.storage releases. (swRCB 

priority. When there is 

flows are used to 

Exh. 1, p. 49). 

4 
.” ‘i 

** % 

The Bureau of Reclamation asserts that it is entitled to 

"all return flows which result from operation of the CVP," and 

that the treatment of CVP return flows under the Term 91 Method 

is improper. (Statement In Support of Bureau of Reclamation, 

pp. 8 & 9). The Bureau's claim to return flows from direct 

diversion cannot be accepted for at least two reasons. 

First, neither the Bureau nor any other party introduced any 

detailed evidence of the specific sources and quantities of 

return flows in the Delta watershed. One of the reasons the 

Board staff discontinued the comprehensive supply/demand 

analysis of water availability was the lack of adequate 

0 information on return flows within the Delta watershed. (SWRCB 

Exh. 1, p. 62). Although the Bureau disputes the assumptions of 

the Term 91 Method regarding return flows, it acknowledges that 

it would be very difficult to even estimate CVP return flows on 

a real-time basis (RT 4/12/83) p.,121 lines l-7). 

The law is clear that a party seeking to recapture 

previously controlled water may reclaim only such water as the 

party can show by decisive proof that it is entitled to. 

*c (Butte Canal and Ditch Co. v. Vaughn (1858) 11 Cal. 143, 152, _---- 
T Page v. --- Rocky Ford Canal and Irrigation Co. 83 Cal. 86, adhered 

'% ,J r 
to 83 Cal. 84). , In the absence of convincing evidence on the 

source and quantities of return flows at particular locations in 

the Delta watershed on a real-time basis, a Board decision on 
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water availability cbuld not properly account for the Bureau's 

claim to return flows even if there were an adequate legal basis 

for such claim. 

The second reason that the Bureau's claim to return flows 

from direct diversion should not be accepted is that such a 

conclusion would be inconsistent with prior Board policy and 

with the Bureau's apparent practice of filing separate 

applications for diversion of return flow under appropriative 

permits. In Decision D990, the Board referred to CVP return 

flow as unappropriated'water and granted the Bureau a year-round 

season of diversion from the Sacramento River and Delta channels 

due to the availability of such water. The decision cites two 

Bureau studies which showed that water was not available or 

infrequently available during July and August and not always 

available in September. However, the Bureau presented evidence 

that unappropriated water would be available on the Sacramento 

River below Keswick Dam and inthe Delta due to return flows 

from applied CVP water. (Decision D990, p. 32). Having applied 

for and obtained permits to appropriate such water, it is 

illogical for the Bureaunow to contend that it is automatically 

entitled to all CVP return flows irrespective of the terms and 

conditions of the permits which they obtained. 

The purpose of the water availability hearing is not to 

adjudicate the rights to CVP return flow. In determining the 

availability of water for Term 80 permittees, the Board must 

make reasonable assumptions regarding use of water under other 

rights, but it need not attempt to quantify and precisely define 
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On March 18, 1983, the Bureau of Reclamation submitted a 

petition requesting that the Board postpone the hearing on water 

availability for Term 80 permittees, or, in the alternative, 

‘i 
. 

the legal basis for each separate diversion. It should be 

emphasized that for purposes of this decision, the practical 

implications of the theoretical argument over rights to CVP 

return flow are minimal. Since the Bureau applied for and 

obtained extensive direct diversion rights under state permits 

(USBR Exh. 8), it is entitled to divert large quantities of CVP 

return flow and other available water by virtue of those 

permits. Any export of such return flow is subject to the 

watershed protection statutes irrespective of whether the Bureau 

claims the water under its appropriative permits or whether it 

claims to have an independent water right to all CVP return 

flow. 

29. Petition of Bureau of Reclamation to Defer Decision 

that the Board proceed with the hearing but delay issuance of a 

decision pending resolution of several lawsuits referred to as 

the Delta Water Cases. (San Francisco County, Superior Court, 

Judicial Council Coordination Proceeding No. 548). The Bureau's 

statement in support of the petition states that many of the 

legal issues identified in the Delta Water Cases will have an 

effect on water availability in the Delta Watershed. The Bureau 

argues that it is premature for the Board to adopt a methodology 

to determine water availability when some of the legal 

assumptions of the method may be found to be incorrect. The 

Bureau also contends that Term 91 provides a satisfactory means 
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for the Board to act upon new applications until the legal 

issues in the Delta Water Cases have been ruled upon. 

The Bureau's request to delay the hearing was denied in 

Board Order 83-5 dated April 6, 1983, and the request to delay 

issuance of a decision was taken under consideration. As 

discussed more fully in Order 83-5, ultimate resolution of the 

legal issues in the Delta Water Cases could take a considerable 

time. The assumptions of the Term 91 Method regarding the 

watershed protection statutes and the Board's authority to 

establish the water quality standards set forth in Decision 1485 

are consistent with applicable statutes and past Board 

decisions. In addition, when reviewing the season of diversion 

specified for Term 80 permittees, the Board has an obligation to 

consider current information on water availability 

For the reasons stated above, the Board concludes that the 

Bureau has not presented sufficient cause to delay issuance of a 

Board decision. In the unlikely event that any underlying legal 

assumption of this decision is found to be incorrect in a 

judicial proceeding, the provisions of the decision can be 

modified at that time, 

It should be noted that the present decision should have no 

adverse effect upon the operations of the CVP. As discussed in 

previous sections, the Board intends to include Term 91 in all 

Term 80 permits authorizing direct diversion of 1.0 cubic-foot. 

per second or more or diversion to storage of 100 acre-feet per 

year or more. Since the Board's action will increase the 

quantity of water subject to real-time regulation under Term 91, 

,* 
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the decision will increase the protection of CVP storage 

releases against unauthorized diversion. 

30. Board. Policy For Future Applications 

The Board adopts the following policies for use in acting 

upon future applications to appropriate water in the Bay-Delta 

watershed. 

a. For use in new permits, Standard Permit Term 80 

shall be revised to provide as follows: 

"The State Water Resources Control Board reserves 
jurisdiction over this permit to change the season of 
diversion to conform to later findings of the Board 
concerning availability of water and the protection of 
beneficial uses of water in the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta and San FranFisco Bay. Any action to change the 
authorized season of diversion will be taken only after 
notice to interested parties and opportunity for 
hearing." 

Said term shall be included in new permits for direct 

diversion of 1.0 cubic foot per second or more, and in new 

permits for diversion to storage of 100 acre-feet per annum 

or more, from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed 

when hydraulic continuity with the Delta is likely to exist 

during some portion of the authorized diversion season. 

b. Standard Permit Term 90 shall continue to be included 

in new permits for diversion from the Sacramento-San Joaquin 

Delta watershed when hydraulic continuity with the Delta is 

likely to exist during some portion of the authorized 

diversion season. 

c. Standard Permit Term 91 shall be included in new 

permits for diversion from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

,c l 
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watershed except when: 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

d. 

93) 

Hydraulic,continuity with the Delta is not likely to 

exist at any time during the authorized diversion 

season. 

Diversion is from the Putah Creek, Stony Creek or Cache 

Creek watersheds. 

The authorized use of water is for power or other non- 

consumptive purposes that do not alter the rate or 

quantity of the flow regime in the Delta. 

The authorized diversion is for less than 1.0 cubic 

foot per second by direct diversion or less than 100 

acre-feet per annum by diversion to storage. 

The authorized season of diversion excludes the months 

of March through September. 9 

The following term (designated as Standard Permit Term 

shall be included in all new permits for diversion from 

the San Joaquin River watershed upstream from Vernalis when 

hydraulic continuity with the San Joaquin River at Vernalis 

. is likely to exist during some portion of the authorized 

diversion season: 

"NO diversion is authorized by this permit when 
conserved water released from New Melones Reservoir is 

9 See Table VII-3 on p. 44 of SWRCB Exh. 1 which shows seasons 
of water availability over a 22 year period including the 1976- 
1977 drought. During the period studied, the availability of 
water for Term 80 permittees during the months of October through 
February was never restricted due to water quality conditions in 
the Delta. 
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being used to maintain water quality in the San Joaquin 
River at Vernalis at a level of 500 parts per million 
(ppm) Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), or when TDS levels 
at Vernalis exceed 500 ppm. This restriction shall not 
apply when, in the judgment of the Board, curtailment 
of diversion under this permit will not be effective in 
lowering the TDS at Vernalis, or when, in the absence 
of the permittee's diversion, hydraulic continuity 
would not exist between the permittee's point of 
diversion and Vernalis. The Board shall notify the 
permittee when curtailment of diversion is required 
under this term." 

e. The following term (designated as Standard Permit Term 

94) shall be included in new permits for direct diversion of 

1.0 cubic foot per second or more and in new permits for 

diversion to storage of 100 acre-feet per annum or more from 

the watershed tributary directly to San Francisco Bay: 

"The State Water Resources Control Board reserves, 
jurisdiction over this permit to change the season of 
diversion to conform to later findings of the Board 
concerning protection of beneficial uses of water in 
San Francisco Bay. Action to change the season of 
diversion will be taken only after notice to interested 
parties and opportunity for hearing." 

f. A fixed season of diversion shall be used for all 

permits for diversion in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta 

watershed of less than 1.0 cubic foot per second by direct 

diversion or less than 100 acre-feet per annum by storage. 

The allowable season of diversion shall exclude 

the period from June 16 thru'August 31. 

g* Permit terms 80, 91, 93 & 94 shall not be included in 

new permits for generation of hydroelectric power, and for 

other non-consumptive uses, which do not alter the rate or 

quantity of the flow entering-the Delta or San Francisco Bay. 
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ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the permits containing Standard 

Water Right Permit Term 80 (original or revised wording) be 

amended to comply with the provisions set forth below: 

(1) All Term 80 permits which authorize direct diversion of 

1.0 cubic-foot per second or more or diversion to storage of 

100 acre-feet per year or more shall be subject to Standard 

Water Right Permit Term 91 which states as follows: 

"NO diversion is authorized by this permit when 
satisfaction of inbasin entitlements requires 
release of supplemental Project water by the 
Central Valley Project or the State Water Project. 

a. Inbasin entitlements are defined as rights to ’ 
divert water from streams tributary to the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta or the Delta for 
use within the respective basins of origin or 
the Legal Delta, unavoidable natural 
requirements for riparian habitat and 
conveyance losses, and flows required by the 
Board for maintenance of water quality and 
fish and wildlife. Export diversions and 
Project carriage water are specifically 
excluded from the definition of inbasin 
entitlements. 

b. Supplemental Project water is defined as 
water imported to the basin by the Projects, 
and water released from Project storage, 
which is in excess of export diversions, 
Project carriage water, and Project inbasin 
deliveries. 

"The Board shall notify the permittee of 
curtailment of diversion under this term after it 
finds that supplemental Project'water has been 
released or will be released. The Board will 
advise the permittee of the probability of 
imminent curtailment of diversion as far in 
advance as practicable based on anticipated 
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not now appear, provided that the term shall not be added to 

requirements for supplemental Project water 
provided by the Project operators." 

Term 91 shall be added to all such permits in which it does' 

permits which authorize hydroelectric power generation, or other 

non-COnSUmptiVe uses, by projects which do not change the stream- 

flow regime in a way which alters the rate or quantity of flow 

entering the Delta. 

(2) Any periods of time presently excluded from the season 

of diversion specified in any Term 80 permit shall continue to 

be excluded from the season specified in such permit. 

(3) Term 91 shall be deleted from those permits in which it 

now appears which come within either of the following two, 

categories: 

(a) Permits which authorize direct diversion of less 

than 1.0 cubic-foot per second or diversion to storage 

of less than 100 acre-feet per year. 

(b) Permits for hydroelectric power generation for 

projects which do not change the streamflow regime in 

a way which alters the rate or quantity of flow 

entering the Delta. 

(4) All Term 80 permits which authorize direct diversion of 

less than 1.0 cubic-foot per second or diversion to storage of 

less than 100 acre-feet per year shall specify a fixed season of 

diversion except as provided in paragraphs (6) and (7) below. 

The season of diversion for such permits shall exclude the 

period of June 16 to August 31. Where the season of diversion 
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in a Term 80 permit has been further restricted due to local 

conditions, prior Board decisions, fish flow requirements, or 

water right adjudications, such further restrictions shall 

continue to apply. 

(5) Term 80 shall be deleted from all permits which 

authorize direct diversion of less than 1.0 cubic-foot per 

second or diversion to storage of less than 100 acre-feet. 

(6) The season of diversion specified in Term 80 permits 

which authorize diversion during July and August shall not be 

changed at this time. If, after receipt of further evidence, 

the Board concludes that there is hydraulic continuity between 

the Delta and the point of diversion specified in a particular 

permit, the Board may amend the conditions of the permit 

accordingly. Notice and opportunity for a hearing will precede 

any Board action amending conditions of'such permits. 

(7) All Term 80 permittees who divert water from the San 

Joaquin River watershed upstream from Vernalis shall have the 

following term (designated as Standard Water Right Permit Term 

93) added to their permits and diversion of water under their 

permits shall be restricted accordingly: 

"NO diversion is authorized by this permit whep 
conserved water released from New Melones Reservoir 
is being used to maintain the water quality in the 
San Joaquin River at Vernalis at a level of 500 
parts per million (ppm) Total Dissolved Solids 
(TDS) or during any time of low flows when TDS 
levels at Vernalis exceed 500 ppm. This 
restriction shall not apply when, in the judgement 
of the Board, curtailment of diversion under this 
permit will not be effective in lowering the TDS 
at Vernalis, or when, in the absence of the 
permittee's diversion, hydraulic continuity would 
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not exist between the permittee's point of 
diversion and Vernalis. The Board shall notify 
permittee at any time curtailment of diversion is 
required under this term." 

(8) The changes described in this decision are summarized 

in the attached Appendix A showing the previous season of 

diversion, the new season of diversion and certain applicable 

permit terms for each of the Term 80 permits. 

(9) Except as expressly provided herein, all Term 80 

permits remain subject to all terms and conditions presently 

specified in said permits. 

(10) Except as provided in the last paragraph of Section 15 

herein, the method of calculation and implementation of Standard 

Permit Term 91 shall continue to be as specified in findings 8 

through 13 of Board Order WR 81-15. 

(11) The delegation of authority to the Chief of the 

Division of Water Rights as specified in order 5 of Board Order 

WR 81-15 shall continue. 

4’ 
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IT Is FURTHER ORDERED that the petition of the Bureau of 

Reclamation to defer issuance of this decision pending the 

resolution of the Delta Water Cases is denied. 

. -_ 

Dated: NO" l7 twj 

an 
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Appendix A 

HEADING 

APPL 

NO. 

EXPLANATION 

Water Right application number 

LEGEND 

PERMITTEE Self Explanatory 

USE Allowable uses of water are shown by the following 

codes: 

Code 
B 
C 
D 
E 
G 
H 
I 
J 
L 
M 
N 
P 
R 
S 
W 

Z 

Use 
Mining 
Milling 
Domestic 
Fire Protection 
Dust Control 
Fish Culture 
Irrigation 
Industrial 
Heat Control 
Municipal 
Frost Protection 
Power 
Recreation 
Stockwatering 
Fish and Widlife Protection'or 
Enhancement 
Other 

DIRECT The amount of water that can be diverted under 

DIVERSION direct diversion rights in units of cubic feet per 

(cfs) second (cfs). Values less than 0.005 cfs are 

rounded to 0.01 cfs. Gallon per minute Values 

given in permits have been converted to cfs. 

- _ 
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STORAGE The amount of water that can be diverted to 

(acre- feet) storage in units of acre-feet (AP) per annum. 

EXISTING SEASON 
DIRECT DIVERSION STORAGE 

PRIMARY SECONDARY SEASON 
SEASON SEASON - 

These three columns discribe the existing season of diversion 

for direct diversion & storage 

PRIMARY The allowable period during which water 

SEASON diverted by direct diversion before the 

period of unavailability. A year-round 

may be 

summer 

primary 

direct diversion season usually indicates that the 

applicant does not have hydraulic continuity with 

the Delta or does not use water consumptively. 

SECONDARY The allowable period for direct diversion after 

SEASON the summer period of unavailability. 

REVISED SEASON 
DIRECT DIVERSION _ STORAGE 

PRIMARY SECONDARY SEASON 
SEASON SEASON - 

These three columns describe the allowable season of diversion 

for the periods described above. There are several possible 

entries: 

Entry 

N.C. 

Explanation 

No entry (ie. not applicable) 

No change to existing season 



Mayl-Junl5 The dates indicate the revised 

/ , 

allowable season of diversion 

Term 91 The diversion season depends on the 0 

availability of water as determined 

by the Term 91 method and the -i 
P i 

existing season of diversion which- 

ever is more restrictive i - + 

Term 91 & 93 These permit terms apply to 

diversions in the San Joaquin 

basin, south of the Vernalis gaging 

station. The diversion season 

depends on the availability of 

water as determined by the Term 91 

method and the Term 93 method and -' 

the existing season of diversioni 

whichever is the most restrictive. 

REVISIONS TO 
PERMIT TERMS 

80 91 93 - - 

These three columns define the Board action taken on standard 

water right terms 89, 91 and 93. There are four possible 

entries: 

Entry 

Add 

Explanation 

No entry (ie not applicable) 

The term will be added to the 

existing water right permit 



__I_. -_ ^.___-. 

Ret 

Del 

The existing term will be retained 

in the revised permit 

The existing term will be deleted 

from the permit 



APPL 
NO. 

- USE 

5645c 

793aA 

11792h 

14602 

l&X3A 

EIDhmCoWR 
mu 

WhEI>cohm RP 

C3lavezas co hn ER3EID 

Pit Resource B Cans. Dist. WSF+GXD 

EID & ED (bka 

1806SA EID h II> Co W?+ 

it?c574 EID h ED m WA 

EID 6 IX) Co WA 

lB72i us Bureau of Ret 

1x23 T us Bureau of r&c 

16733 LISL3ureauofRec 

21636 us Eureauof*c 

21637 US Ewea of Ret 

22cGl Paradise ID 

22189 O'Brien, RF;& E 

22260 

22%6 

22643 

FiddpentEstate 

Heiber,KbE 

O'Brien, FM h E 

22914 Trait of Rothaus 

22* Ka:f&ee.k,J 

23133 Lawhlaml,RYhLR 

-0 
A 

. 

4; * 

WRL 
NJIXI 

WRUI 
JKXt 

RID 

P 

ZWFHJID 

Rm 

ID 

‘SIG 11.00 

SI 

IRS 
D 

RID 

RI 

SI 

. 
F 

DIRXT 
DIVER- 
SION 
:CFS1 

150.00 

600.00 

3O.OG 

100.00 

6300.00 

f%O.CKl 

900.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.25 

16.25 

1.00 

(PCRE- 
FEET) 

70,cOO 

200,"xa 

50,938 

75,000 

70,000 

30,mo 

31,000 

11,cmo 

1,700,OGO 

1,700,000 

74,000 

800,000 

800,cOO 

8,800 

300 

450 

17 

30 

EXISTING sm 

DIREXX' DIVEXSXGJ SpoRAa 
PRlMRRy 

Novl-Jun30 

Jenl-Dec31 

Nov l-May 1 

NovlJull 

Janl-DeBl 

Janl-De&J1 

Novl-Jull 

~r1-Jun30 
Janl-Dec31 

ApriJun30 

YarlJun30 
Sepl-Jun30 

Aprl-Junl 

Mar15-Jun30 

Feb l-O&31 

sm- 

seplact31 

Sepl+ct31 

Sepl-oct31 

Sepl-&ml5 

0 
/ , 

Nov1-Jun30 

mvl-Jul30 

r&v l-.xay 1 

Sepl-JurLK 

Nov l-hn30 

NovlaJn30 

NOV l-Jur-130 

NovlJun30 

NovlJull 

Novl-Jull 

Dee 1-Apr30 

Novlirul1 

Novl-Jull 

Cct l-my31 

.- 

Nwl-Aprl 

act l-Miy30 

Sepl-Jun30 

Novl-Junl 

Te?m 91 

Tern 91 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. - - 

Term 91 Term 91 

Ter?n 91 Term.91 

Term 91 Tern 91 
Sepl-Junl5 - 

Term 91 

lkrm 91 Term 91 

N.C. 

Term 91 

Tern 91 

Term 91 

N.C. 

TM-m 91 

Term 91 

. Term 91 

L Term91 
: 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

Tern 91 

Tern 91 

Sep_lJunl5 

N.C. 

PmIs1ms 'ID 
PEXMXTTERMS 
80 91 93 

Ret Ret - 

Ret Ret- 

Ret Add- 

Ret- - 

Ret Ret - 

Rek Ret - 

Ret Ret - 

Ret Ret - 

Ret- - 

Ret- - 

Ret- - 

Ret- - 

Ret - - 

Ret Add -. 

Ret Ati- 

Ret Add - 

RJetl!da- 

Ret Add - 
_ - - 

RetAdd- 

P&Add- 

Ret- - 



APPL- 
NO. 

23201 Reel Dist 1004 

23234 Calosso,F 

23343 :%x~cu:Ci-eek I&~&I 

2334-4 Yo_sub Farms 

33345 ziill, s 

23673 I'lorehead, J 6 B 

23690 Scuth z%tter WD 

23711 Farmer, Z h A, et al 

237-W %'ansab B 

23757 Rw.ms Valley ID 

23610 Cracj View CSD 

23811 Georgi,PCA 

23612 &o&, P 6 A 

23838 South Sutter m 

23945 Millace Bms 

23946 wiillace Bras 

23967 Aclkisson,TGetal 

240X Qpik,!46 Cb?.is,J 

24093 Sierra pacific Ind 

24z39 Sierra -Pacific Ind 

241:x Sierra Pacific Ind 

24136 Ea!w!s, W& At 

24242 mista+, CM 

DSE 

I 
R 

I 

WI 

WI 

WI 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

SID 

D 

SI 
S 

SI 

I 

I 

I 

DI 

SRIE 

WRH 

m 

wm 

SIED 

I 

. 

DIRECP 
DIVER- 
SION 
(Cm) 

110.00 
140.00 

3.00 

73.40 

28.90 

10.60 

2.00 

25.00 

0.40 
0.05 

6.25 

70.013 

1.00 

0.80 
0.01 

0.60 

10.00 

17.00 

17.00 

0.05 

1.00 

0.m 

0.35 

568 

200 

300 

120 

DIRUX' DIWFSION 
SECONWW 

Aprl-Junl5 Sepl-sep15 
SeplSJari31 

Aprl-Sep30 - 

Apr l-&xl5 Nwl-JarQO 

Aprl-AprlS Novl-JarQO 

Aprl-FprlS Novl-Jan20 

Apr l-Jun30 Sep l-0&31 

Aprl-Jun30 Sepl-wt31 

Junl-Oct31 - 
Nov l-Kay30 - 

May l-oct30 - 

Nw1-&n30 - 

Sepl-Jun30 - 

Aprl-WtlS - - 
oct16+ar31 - 

Apr l-Octl.5 Octl6-mar31 

Apr 1-Jun30 Sep l-Ott31 

Aprl-Jun30 Sepl-*3rl 

Apr 1+x130 Sep lSep30 

Janl-De&l 

Janl-De&l 

Janl-Dec31 

Aprl-Cct31 

2 

oct15-Ma@5 

Novl-my1 

Nov 1-Apr30 

&xl-Kay 1 

REVISED SEASON 

DIRECl'DIVERSION SmRAeE 

Term 91 
mrm 91 

N.C. 

Term 91 

Term 91 

Term 91 

Term 91 

Term 91 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 

Terni 91 

Teti.91 

N& 
N.C-; 

N.C. 

Teti91 

Term 91 

Term 91 

NGC. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Tern 91 

TeRn 91 

Tern 91 

Term 91 

Tern 91 

Tern 91 

\- 

N.C. 

Tern 91 

Term 91 

Tern 91 

_ 

Term 91 

Teml 91 

Term 91 

Tern 91 

msrma~s ‘I13 
FxIwl-Tm 

80 91 93 

Ret Ret - 
RetRet- 

Ret- - 

Ret.Md - 

Ret Add - 

Ret ?dd - 

Ret Add - 

Ret Fdd - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

Ret- - 

Ret Add- 

Ret Add - 

DelDel- 
Del&l- 

Del Del- 

Ret Add - 

RetWd- 

P.&Add- 

&l- - 

Ret Add- 

Ret Ret- 

Ret Ret - 

Bit Ret - 

Del- - 

Del- - 



3 

t APPL 
NO. 

24326 

24331 

24351 

* 24354 

24367 

24383 

24387 

24416 

24418 

24422 

24A28 

24432 

24439 

24449 

2%i72 

24473 

24474 

24475 

24482% 
244828 

24497 

24523 

24535 Hodapp,Aw&KE 

- . 

CADeptofFomstIy 

ISedfearn, E et al 

Linn, AA et al 

Siskip 00 XSKD 

Jaa%sen,MT&S 

SiiNnich, FL&L"3 

Dm-mt, J et al 

JefP==b~ 

tilers, DFL PJ 

-a. C 

Gautschi, DL 

Ekalii Oxp 

Bugni,L1)hD 

Ekqni,LD6lq 

Triplett, M 

E%uttesGas6OilCb 

ButtesGas h OilCo 

Buttes Gas + oil00 

ButtesGas &oil 

kntmx,MwcwB 
A!ltCIl,Mw&W3 

Salza,i+l&~SL 

Lsmnce,DC.BB 

USE 

ED 

SRI 

I 

R 

D 

I 

SRE 

lx3 

I 

I 

SRI 

SRI 

I' 

I 

I 

SRNI 

SRNI 

SRNI 

SIWI 

SFMI 
N 

Sm 

i 
S 

SRUkJ 

DIRECTI' 
DIWR- 
SION 
(CFS) 

WsrING SEASON 
SmM 

bCRE+ 
FEET) 

DIRECT DIVERSICN SmPAGe 
EmmRY SEccATww 

mm SEASON 
REvIs1cNsm 

DIRECT DIVEFEXCbl SlmAGE FmMrrTE+s 

0.01 Janl-Dec31 N.C. 

0.13 

-0.15 

0.01 

1.00 

45 

12 

8 

NWl+JUll 

Mul-Decl 

paylxkt31 

Janl-De&l 

*1-J&0 

Marl-A@30 
* 

May 1-thy15 

N.& 

b.C. 

Ei.C. 

Term 91 

1.50 

0.38 

2.13 

30 

8 mvl-Jun30 

Elay1Jun30 

mrl5-Jun30 

i 

h-m 91 

Mayl-JunlS 

Term 91 

24 

35 

&ml+Jun1 

N&l-JllLld 

Sep l-Novl - 

cktl-&t31 - 

Novl-Mar31 

2.00 

2.00 

3.00 

1.S6 
0.01 

Sepls-tiy31 

mrl*tiO Sepl-NovlS - 

mr 1-An30 sep l-mvl5 - 

Mar15-3un30 0ctlm31 

Term 91 

Term 91 

Yerm 91 - 

98 

98 

98 

98 

90 

Nov 1-Apr30 

Novel-Apr30. 
I 

Nov l-Apr30 

Nov 1-Apr30 

4 

20 

_ * Cktl-Jun30 
Apr l&y15 - 

octls-May1 

T&m 91 

my1-Jun30 - 
ckt1-Jun30 - 

- Novl-kiy30 

Term 91 
o&lillmlS 

l 
3 

Nzs~l-&ml5 

N.C. 

i N.C. 

N.C. 

-. Nov1-Jlml5 

80 91 93 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

DE1 Del- 

Del- -. 

R&Pdd- . 

Del- - 

IGet Ret- 

N.C. Del- - 

lLm91. f&t Ret - : 

Term 91 

Term 91 

N.C. DelDel- 

N.C. Del- - 

icetmd- 

RetPdd- 

Term 91 Ret Ret - 

2 

,. 

;_ .- 

N.C. Del- - 

N.C. Del- - 

N.C. . Del- - 

ti.C. Del- - 

octl-Jlml5 iki mi - 
. 

N.C. 

d 

N-C. 



APPL 
NO. 

24559 Johnscx~CAhV 

‘- 0 P 

24561 

24564 

24565 

24589 

24590 

24611 

2b20 

24621 

24624 

24631 

:a32 
24637 

24638 

24639 

2655 

24672 

24683 

24685 

24696 

24718 

24730 

2475'2 

g -* 
. 

Mason,RIetal 

Hafner, GF&NP 

Horjcins, DE 

Brackett, IL et al 

Ellia Scholar Inc 

Nsulton, W&Al? 

Scheidel, J & N 

Sxth titter ld) 

Hi.q.D&N 

PU&l,MCK 

LaBruzm,M~h 

TrustofBFpperson 

TrustofBEpperscm 

TrustofB~rson 

Smith,lD 6 II 

IAfalt,BH6lEL 

Russell, R1 & ffi 

El Cmim ID 

StaXfOrd,RAhBY 

Stiellekaqer, R 

Arnold, JFi 

m.lters, u; sm 

USE 

D 
I 

SRIE 

SIUE 

SP;LE 

I 

FED 

I 

I 

SRE 

SlUE 

SluE 

I 

I 

I 

SRI 

SRIED 

RNIE 

I 

SRIE 

I 

I 

P 
RE- 

DIR0X' 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CFS) 

0.01 
0.01 

35.00 

5.00 

20.00 

1.15 

-. 

4.20 

3.cO 

3.00 

0.09 

1.75 

0.18 

1.50 

sIoRFL;E 
OCR?.- 
EIZET1 

70 

20 

'20 

2 

2 

25 

8 

3 

5 

15 

10 

30 

25 

1 

wsI?NG SEASON 

DIRECl'DIVERSION smRAG!3 
PRIMAR'sm 

Janl-Dec31 _. 
my 1-Sep30 - 

Decl-my30 

Novl-Junl 

Novl-Junl 

c&!t1-&n30 

mrl-Junl5 - Term 91 

Decl-Aprl 

Aprlihm3O Sepl-oct31 -. 

Aprl-Jun30 Sepl-Oct31 - 

/- Dee l-&x30 

t+xr15-Octl.S - Decl-Aprl 

Novl-Aprl 

Aprl-JtiO Sepl-Octl ,- 

Aprl-Jun30 Sepl-Octl - 

AprlQkln30 Sepl-cktl - ' 

Apr l-Jun30 kplGct31 Novl-Junl.5 

Novl-Aprl 

-' Novl-Aprl 

Aprl-Mm1 - .: 
Octl-Aprl 

~yl-oct31 - 

_. Nov x+ay31 

Janl-Dec31 - 
Nov l-May31 

f ‘. ’ ? 
‘Z * 

REVISED - 

DIRECl?DIVERSICN SloRAGE 

N.C. 
N.C. 

-. N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

octl-Junl5 

N.C.. 

N.C. 

Del- - 
Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

RetAdd- 

Tern! 91 

Term 91 

Tep 91' 

Term91 

- ,: 

Del- - 

Ret Add - 

R&Add- 

Term91' 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del Del - 

TeIm 91 

Term 91 

Term91‘ 

Aprl-JunlS 

TeIm 91 

Tern 91 

Term 91 

Ret Md- 

Del- - 

Ret Md -I 

Ret Add - 

Ret Add - 

N.C. N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del- - 

Eel- - 

Del- - 

N.C. -. Ret- - 

N.C. Del Del - 

N.C. D&l.- - 

N.C. Del- - 

N.C. 
N.C. 

Ret- - 
Ret - - 

.' 

S- 

REvLS1msm 
PER'UT- 
80 91 93 



. 

DIRE2 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CFS.1 

ExLsrIN; SEASON 

DIREXX DIVERSION 
PRImRY sm 

. 

STORAQ DIREXX DI'JEZSIilN mm 

3200 Nov l-Apr30 Term 91 

0.25 
0.01 

1.33 
0.01 

3.00 

0.30 

my1-uctls 
Janl-Dec31 

Myl-ck3t15 
Janl-De&l 

- 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

lkIm 91 

N.C. 

0.12 
0.01 

2 

9 qprl-Jun30 
Decl-JtiO 

Novl-Aprl 

Dscl-JutGO AprlJwl5 
Decl-Junl5 

25 
* 

0.50 
0.01 

oct1-May30 

khr l-act 31 
Jan l-Dee 31 

N.C. 
N.C. 

20 

8 

25 

mv l-Apr 30 

Novl-Aprl 

DsCl-my 1 

3.00 AprlS-Jun30 Sep l*plS Tem9i. 

0.03 Eslyl-Ccm - N.C. 
0.01 Janl-DecX - N.C. 

1.13 mrl-&XI - N.C. 

0.07 Wyl-oct30 - .N.C. 

7m.m 

0.24 

0.12 

40 

420 

49 

62,080 Janl-De&l - 

Aprl-Cct3l - 

Apr let31 - 

Iaxl-+yl 

Decl-&lnl5 

Dee l-bwf31 

Nov3OJun 1 N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

tisroNs M 
APL- 
NO. 

pi?wm l-Ems 
80 31 93 

Ret P&t - 

DelDel- 
Del Del- 

- Ret- - 
Ret- - 

Fet Md - 

N.C. 

Dec1-JLlnl5 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

N.C. Del- - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Ret Add - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

Ret- - 

Del- - 

H.C. 

Term 91 

NZ. 

N.& 

0 

Del- - 

Ret Add- 

Del- - 

Ref - - 

Del_ _ .L 

Del- - 

USE 

I 

I 
SE 

I 
SE 

I 

I 

EI 
D 

SRIE 

I 

r 

i 

Term91 

24758 hdre&ti. A 

24797 Wegel Eros 

24798 V&*qa11 E%os 

24m6 GunnersfieldEht Inc 

24&x Desanerstables Inc 

248l.4 Ban&&i, RA 

24a18 Wilszzn, Co et al 

24624 AndersabMEhCM 

24%2 Allen. FF 

RlED 

la& 
SRNIED 

I 

I 
D 

SI 

.SX 

2w9 Kolpin, K 

24375 O'Neil, A 

2e Rsuter, Wet al 

24897 ziegeme!yer,FliC~ 

24904 mker,mhM 

24327 Pillikin. E 6 P 

24944 swmson,En&vL 

24970 Rrauner, 81 et al 

24971 PXtXh,I?T&W 

24977' vanVledc,LG&L 

24983 Nevada-ID 

24991 Blti,WOhCA 

24932 Bland, Vmb ck 

SRIE 

SUE 

P 

I 

I 

. 
P 

0 5 
. 

.i * 
c 



APPL 
NO,. 

24997 ~?chiganSltift4utual\~ 

25017 Brraro,FhN 

25Li29 GiottU, '3J 6 RY 

25033 GraeaqleLandGWtr03 

2503-i Stanart, NC et al 

25MP Vacccello, D. et al 

25056 5tSayMJD 

25:?64 RieTW,MhC 

2=5&j 

25WL 

25G97 

25114 
; 

25115 

CW,JhSP 

Yqa Fello&hip 

La%wm,IUbF 

scuza, MA&A!! 

D0m.L 

25133 

25135 I 
i 

Dean, X.4 

Scheilxr, !H 

Ray, A et al 

25:39 szlmlers, w 

25159 I 

251GY 
; 

25172 

25194 I. 

_' 

Park, E et al 

Fst&eof My Alfiud 

Hmiltm,AL 

*bra, BS 

USE 

ED 

NIE 

EFSI 

I 
NE 

I 
SRE 
ISRE 

SRIE 

P 

HLI 
ED 

SI 

RIE 

SRIE 

RlED 

I 
z 

I 

I 

I 
D 
ISRD 

DI_ 
DIVER- 
SIGN 
(CFS) 

0.01 

1.75 
0.25 

1.00 
0.01 

1200.00 

0.02 
0.01 

1.13 
1.13 

0.69 

5.00 

o.s3 
0.01 

3.00 

_. 

0.55 

4 

40 

5 

29 

3s3,OOO 

2 

47 

10 

1 

20 

15 

12 

5 

0 

ExIsrING. SEASCN 

DIRECl'DIVEFSION 9lmAGE 
PRlMAR!i SEXXMMRY 

Janl-Llec31 - 

Novl-Aprl 

.- Decl-Mayl 

~yl-wt30 - 
Jan l-Dec31 - -. 

mr l-Bcv15 .- 
Jan l-Dec31 

Novl5-myl 

-. Nov 1+~y31 

0ztl-Jul3l DeclJull 

b!ayl_Nw30 
Decl-&x30 - 

Nwl-Apr 1 

_ . Novl-my1 

Nwl-Aprl 

Novl-Aprl 

May1-Jun30 '6epl-oct31 - 
Novl-E'eb?8 - 

May l-oct31 - 

Aprl-Jun30 ~Sepl-CctZlO - 

AprlJun30 oct15-0ct31 - 
JanlJun30 Octl5-De&l ~ - 

Oct15-Apr30 

Nov l-Apr 1 

Aprl-Jun30 sepl-se@ - 

_. - o&15-my30 

_- Nwl-Mayl 

mylJun30 Sepl-oct15 - 

REVISED SF 

DIRECT DIVEFSION mrm 

N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

- 

Term91. 
'Term91 

N.C. 

Term 91 

.Aprl-Juil5 
Janl-Junl5 

Tzmn 91 

'myl-Junl5 

s. - , 

: 

REvIs1cNsm 
PERHITTERMS 
80 91 93 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Ret- - 
Del- - 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C.’ 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

Ret- - 
Del- - 
Lkl- - 

Del- - 

Ret- - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Ret Add - 
Ret Md - 

Del- - 

Term 91 

N.C. 
N.C. 

Retldd- 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del - - 
Del- - 
Del- -' 

Tenu 91 

N.C. 

Del- - 

Ret Add- 

Del- - 

N.C. DelDel- 

N.C. Ikl- - 

0 



AFL 
NO. 

25211 

25216 

25x17 

25220 

25226 

25231 

25248 

25264 

25315 

25348 

25351 

25361 

25379 

253ei 

2%03 

2Lxx 

25411 

2542A 

25323 

2x27 

25453 

-,; *; . _..-I>_ 

z4H 

'i5495 

Kennelly h Stellfng 

liiller, BC h M 

mnmrS,Gr&DT 

IaerHoncutFam 

Patterson,vPhRc 

cb0k.a 

USLassenktl Ebrest 

Kate& w 

McArthut,JSetal 

Bxne,ChS 

Max!xklelli, RP & KL 

m&ty,t+fsKx 
+_ 
He.inze,WIL 

R.ecinwe, RL'LGS 

Tmst, VL h JC 

Cm+ell, Bt 

tire, J 

kdin, S b S 

Aczlin,S 6 s 

oxxzty of Shasta 

Songsr, HLI & LR 

Ta-.Fs, Gn t SW 

-sqd, J 

_ ‘-L :..; _‘ljiy , ru 

USE 

SRI 

I 

1. 
S 

Ju 

SRI 

WSI 

I 
s 

RD 

I. 

IED 

S 

D 

SI 

S 

SI 

SIUE 

Rx 

FUE 

H 

D 

RID 

SIX 

DIRUX 
DIVER- 
SION 
(-1 

0.75 

0.85 
0.01 

0.70 
0.01 

0.04 

0.01 

0.40 

0.01 

0.11 

0.01 

DIRExJpDIvEFSI(M 
ERIPARY SEmNDmY 

mm D1RB.X' DIVERSICN SmRAcz 

50 

28 

119 

50 

650 

ppirl-Novl - 

t43.r l-mv 1 - 
Janl-De&l - 

Nov 1-Apr30 

l - 

AprlXxtl5 - 
Janl-D&u - 

Novl-Aprl 

Nov l-Apr30 

Feb l-Jun3d 

Novl*y 1 

8 Novl-Aprl 

Harl-Cct31 - N.C. 

15 NOvl-Apl 

8 Ncwl--1 

49 

Janl-Dedl - 

Nml-my1 - 

Novl-myl - 

mv l-my30 

38 Ncv l-&m31 

15 Novl-mr31 

.4 Novl-Apr 1 

2 Novl-Aprl 

Janl-Dec31 - N.C. 

12 

2335 

5 

*rl-Jun30 SepI-Sep33 - 

Novl-&xl 

Novl-Apr 1 

Nov l-&x30 

luwIsED sEAs(3N 

N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

< 
_ 

N.C. 

N.C. 

i 

N.C. 

Tw.lri 91 

Peb L-hnl.5 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

7 

N.C. 

N.C. 

NX. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 

FEVISIOLJS To 
PEMIT TERXS 
80 91 93 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del? ..-' 
Del- - 

Del- - 

R.x?kid- 

Del Del - 

Fet Ret - 

Del- - 
D21- -' 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- -- 

Del- - 

Del-. - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

LMDel- 

De: Del- 

Del- - 

>cl_ _ 

Del- - 

i&l- - 

Del Dd - 2” 

set Md - 

L&1- - 

. 
I 



AWL- USE; 
NO. 

254% 

25503 

25scs 

25522 

25530 

25554 

25560 

25567 

25582 

23s4 

25586 

255@3 

25592 

25593 

25594 

.25603 

25m4 

256Kl 

Asiera Inc 

xdprs, RI 6r SA 

'rhanas, CL & N; 

Jw.llFI,whm' 

Kuiken, W 
LI 

mth, RD 6 Lx 

Price, W h ME 

Price, FD 6 ME 

P~sonS,JBSW 

Peerless Mining Co et al 

scmuer Brothers 

Star Pacific Invesbnent 

Unphress, DL h S 

ltxnpkins, ED et al 

-ins, ED et a& 

Rathja, M= 

Rathja, MC 

hthja,kc 

I 

SRI 

SI 

SI 

SRIE 

SFUED 

SRIE 

RIE 

WRIE 

SRI 

I 

SRI 

SRI 

S 

S 

S 

SR 

SR 

25a6 Rathja. M3 S 

25616 East Yolo ClJrm Serv Dist M 

: :' . . _.._.i Strsi.?g, E h H SR 

DIRECT 
DIVEX- 
SION 
(CFS) 

2.50 

0.41 

3.gO 

-, 

I 

62.0 

-_ 

.- 

OUR+ 
FEET.1 

85 

7 

8 

1 

10 

4 

20 

12 

770 

1 

5 

2 

1 

4 

7 

1 

22 

40 

11 

5 

19 

0 

ExIsrIps; SEASON 

DIRECl'DIVERSION mm 
PRIm.RY SBcoMlAw 

Aprl-octl - 

Nov l-Aprl5 

@ri-Jull OctlS-Ncwl -. 

Novl-A&xl 

NovlJun1 

Nov l-Apr 1 

Nov 1-Apr 1 

New 1-Aprl 

Novl-Aprl 

Novl-Aprl 

Marl-Nov30 - 

Novl-Aprl 

Nwl-Aprl 

bkwl-Aprl 

Novl-Aprl 

Cctl-my1 

-, O&15-AprlS 

-, Ml-rnyl' 

oct1*y1 

Janl-Jun30 Sepl-De@ - 

Nov1-Juri3o 

Nml-&xl 

0ct15-Apr30 

.Nov l+ilyl5 

OctlS-Apr30 

. 

REVISED- 

DIR3XDIVERSIOhl mRALE 

N.C. 

AprlJunlS 

N.C. ’ 

_ . 

Term 91 

, 

N.C. 

_. 

( _ 

L 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Nov1-JLlnl5 

N.C. 

N-C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

REvIs1CmTo 
PERMIT TERMS 
SO 91 93 

DelDel- 

Delrnl- 

Del- - 

&Del- 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del - - 

Del- - 

Ret - - 

Rzt Ret - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Ret Ret - 

Del- .- 

Del- - 

Eel- - 

Del- - 

Del- - 



APPL m 
NO. 

2x48 

25660 

25661 

25690 

25714 

25715 

25717 

25723 

25723 

25742 

Teisseire. E 

US Iassen Natl Forest 

SiIIlS,GE&CJ 

Archibald, DR et al 

VanVleck,S 
i 

vanv1eck,s 

Gorrill Land ocmpany 

~Ca??cwQDL 

Villarreal, R 

Spmfelner, CD 

25743 Spanfelner, G 

25?41 Spmfelner, G 

25751 City of Yuba City 

25755 Hxky, .JM h r-w 

25785 La CBtia Rich, Inc 

2%x95 Lincoln, RG h ML 

25.306 Gates, RL h MS 

2xu IBherty,t+J&LKK 

USE 

I 

YJSR 

SIE 

I 

I 

SRI 

I 

SRX 

SRIE 

WS 

KS 

WS 

M 

S 

SRI 

SRTED 

WSPZD 

h5R 

'SR_IE 

S 

IE 

s 

I 

I. 
S 

. 
I‘ 

DIREXX 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CF.91 

2.45 

45.0 

21.00 

0.25 

0.01 

6.?0 

0.50 
0.01 

35 

50 

14 

200 

600 

12 

5 

19 

34 

20 

24 

6 

20 

10 

40 

48 

. 23 

14 

. 

EXXSTWG SEASON 

DXR3XX' DIV!XRSION SlmAm 
PRIWUZY SEmmxRY 

OctlS-May30 

rxwl-t&y1 

Novl-Aprl 

Mar15;Tun30 Sepl-k&vl5 - 

Janl+!ayl 

Dct l-my30 

Apr l-Sep3O - 

EJOV l-my31 

Novl-Aprl 

ckztl-my1 

oct1+ay1 

- . et l-my 1 

JanlJun30 Octl-Dec31 - 

Dee l-Apr30 

Apr l-Oct31 - Nov lay31 

Janl-Aprl 

Jan 1-Apr 1 

Novl-Aprl 

- Jan 1-Aprl 

rkc l-m?%-15 

Aprl-Jun30 Sepl-Oct31 - 

Jan 1-Aprl 

Apr l-&m30 Sep l-Sepm - 

AprlJu-dS Sepl-Sep-70 - 
Janl-Junl5 Sepl-Dec31 - 

DIRKTPDIVERSICN mRAGE 

Term 91 ?krm 91 

Del- - 

Del Del- 

Del- - 

RetRet- 

Term 91 Ret. Ret - 

wrm 91 Ret. Pet - 

N.C. xc'; - - 

Del- - 

;. 

<- 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del - - 

!xl- - 

Del- - 

!kl- - 

TeInl 91 Term 91 Ret Ret - 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N;C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del- - 

Del- - 

Del!kl- 

Aprl-Junl.5 N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 
N.C. 

Tern 91 

N.C. 
N-C. 

Del Jki- 

Del- - 

Gel Del - 

DelD21- 

DelD.?l- 

Del Del- 

Ret Ret - 

Dellxl- i 
Del Es1 - 

0 

s-RY 

. 
I\ .* : 4 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

REVIsIoc!s Tc) 



ASPL- 
NO. 

I/ 

II 
25897. wtthms,~&GE 

25898 Src&a,LhF% 

25908 kiheeler, cp 

25923 Eatate of Cs Howard 

25929 _,AL&BT 

25931 mstAn,H 

25936 weger.IuUhMi 

25944 SierraNatlTruat 
.? 

25951 Mi-wukMtua~bGJnc 

25952 Pereira, EP & P 

25356 Cbter,DhD 

25962 SH Delp &milyTnmt 

25963 Davit, sa 

25973 Hotsfall, M 

259w Stul,ELtilM 

23?85 mtherAPS 

25393 vanDmrancEctsM 

25937 ElWtM,LR&G 

25999 kcornerro&sona 

ass 

SIE 

S 

IS 
D 

ERSDBI 

I 
S 

SPaiD 

IE 

I 
S 

M 

I 

wm 

I 

. 1 

SI 

WR 

. SI 

SIH 

w 

ml 

P 

S 

SI 

DIlWZl' 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CFS) 

0.31 
0.01 

0.38 
0.01 

0.22 
0.01 

1.00 

0.08 

0.45 

0.50 

2.75 

0.08 

2.00 

452 

0.10 

2 

76 

12 

Decl-Aprl 

bbylJunl5 Sepl-Sepr) Ott l-r30 N.C. N.C. 
Janl-Junl5 Sepl-Dec31 -. N.C. N.C: 

1127 

10 

45 

1 

24 

Se@-Jipr 1 

?hpr l-mv30 - 
Janl-Dec31 - Nov 1-Apr30 

Janl-4prl 

Dee l-Pgr30 

&xl-Sepl - Sep l-May30 
Janl-De&l - 

ts3vl-JtiO - Nov 1+4x31 

Decl-May30 

Aprl5JtiO Sep l-Sep30 mvl-Aprl5 

Decl-Mar31 

3 

0 

300 

mrl-Jlml5 Sep1*v1 - 

Novl-A&l 

Aprl-taao - N.C. 

Nov l-Apr30 

5 

M?Arl-mvl - N.C. 

AprlSGm30 Sep l-Oct30 Cct 1-Apr30 Aprl5-Junl5 

Janl-DeBl - Texm 91 & 93 

10 Nov 1-Jun30 

90,000 Janl-De&l - Sepl-&waO~ 

20 Nov 1-Apr30 

16 mr l-my31 - Novl-Apr30 

,/ ,‘: 

REwIsm- 

DIRRZ D&EPSICN 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

%wlR 91 6 93 

- 

AprlS-JlRllS N.C. 

N.C. N.C. 

N.C. 

lklm91 El 93 

N.C. 

FWISICNS m 
sloPa PEFu4lTTEms 

80 91 93 

N.C. 

Term 93 

N.C. 

Telm 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

wlm93 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 

Delrnl- 

Deliklpdd 

Del Del- 
Del Del- 

Ret Ret - 

Del- - 
Del- - 

Del- - 

D&Del- 

D&Del- 
Del&l- 

FEt F&t ial 

Delrkl- 

Dellkl- 

Del !kl - 

3elD21- 

DelDel-. 

Del Del- 

Ret Ret- - 

Del Ixl- 

Del&l- 

Ret_FhWd 

Novl-Junl5 Dark1 - 

l&m 91 h 93 Ret Ret kid 

N.C. Del&l- 

N.C. Del rxl- 



APPLFzFeamm 
NO. 

26012 

26017 

26019 

26323 

.26024 

26025 

26026 

26027 

26023 

26029 Gregory, w & H 

26030 Nipper, 3.3 h CH 

26a31 rnllodr, P hL 

26038 Snider, IM h JM 

26039 Starr, X-h JA 

26%2 Bethelamrch 

26054 xiller, DE 6 BS 

USE 

SI 

IR 

SI 

NI 

RE 

RE 

RE 

FE 

RE 

G 
I 

s 

R _ 

SRI. 

w.9 

I 
S 

E 

lsm?l 

WSRI 

SRIE 

P 

SI 

m 

Hm 

1. 

DIRECT 
DIVER-~ 
SIW 
(cm) 

0.u 

0.01 
0.01 

0.03 
0.01 

0.05 

14 

7 

3 

20 

24 

41 

22 

a 

40 

15 

3 

15 

.63 

2 

23 

12 

60 

1 

.15 

30 

49 

DIRECI'DIVZRSIION 
PRIMAm SEUXW 

Elar l-May31 

octl-mv1 
MaylS-sep30 

Eiyl-NW1 
Janl-Dec31 

- 

. 

EXISTINS sl3sm 

Novl-Apr30 

&kw l-l&Jr15 

Nov l-A&S 

Dee l-Mu31 

Nov l-May31 

Jan l-wr30 

Nov 1*y31 

Nov l-thy31 

Jan l-May31 

_ 

N.C. 

*_ 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

\- . 

Decl-mrl N.C. 

mvl-Aprl N.C. 

Nwl-Aprl N.C. 

NW l-&x30 N.C. 

.- 

Nov l-&r31 

act l-Apr30 * 

Decl-Aprl 

Nov l-my31 

mv l-Apr30 

N.C. . 
N.C. 

- 

N.C. 

Term 93 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

May1JLul30 Sepl-Novl - 

Nov l-Far30 

YovlS-Aprl5 

Ckt l-!&r31 

~y1-Junl5 N.C. 

.L ‘, 
‘5 / . ; 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

REvIs1oNs m 
PERWF TEFXS 
SO 91 93 

D&Del- 

&l lkl- 

Del 321- 

Delcel- 

Dellkl- 

E&Del- __ 

Del la - 

D&Del- 

Del Del - 

Del&l- 
Del Del- 

Del Eel- 

Del&l- 

'Deloel- 

Del 1x1 - 

Lkl!k!l- 
Del Wi - 

Delrkl- 

Del lx?1 >a 

Delcel- 

Del!?+l- 

Ikl DEl- 

DelDel- 

DelL%l- ( 

De1 %l - a 

Del&l- 

o 



26069 Dill, WE 

26072 Nevo~ Land, Xncetal 

26073 LaJ,XLW 

26074 famtel?inssckrycl~ 

26076 flWs, D 

26077 Cxky, Detal 

26078 sli.ngsby,oF&BL 

26082 TlKlUsandRailSInc 

261.X 

2i::i 

Ii 
II - 

vzilliism,~ 

Ruet 0f.E Mad&m 

Trust'of Mdis 

msye.Ghm 

Nev~land,InCetal 

RehseLmd~liveslmck 

mhse Land4 Livestock 

Alfoti,AhA 

Estate 0fCS IiaJard 

E!aLma.rwhm 

Byran, SE (L.Mp 

Ostrader,mLM . 

Gldw=ll,GR&KL 

city of New&a city 

Kdlq, 3% 

LB& R 6 MA 

UsEi 

SI 

R 

SRX 

D 

RI 

WFX 

SRI 

w 
ER 

WRID 

S 

S 

I 

R 

us3 

DIRET 
DIVER- 
SION 
WE-S) 

0.08 

0.22 
0.m 

_' 

0.25 

0.40 

O.Ol 
0.01 

0.09 

OCRE- DIRE!' DIVERSION 
FPET) PRlwIw SEcmmuu 

1 

18 

9 

-1-Aprlu) 

Mvl-&xl5 

Novl-Aprl5 

36 

14 

1 

7 

3 

4 

218 

Janl-Dmdl - 

tav l-A@5 

ravl-+ 1 

Nov l-Apr30 

myl5-JuraO sepl-octl5 - 
FeblJun30 sep3cmct30 bfarldm30 

Nov l-my31 

Nov l-Apr30 

Novl-A@0 

qpr1-JLm30 sepl-cet31 - 

5 

35 

23 

17 

9 

8 

8 

Junl-Ckt.31 

20 

54 

1 

3 

Jan l-Dec31 
t+Uldct31. 

Nov 1-4x15 

mvl-May30 

Novl-Marl5 

Nov lay31 

NW 1-ApdO 

Novl-Aprl 

Nov15-Mayl5 

Jan l-Mar31 

Decl-Aprl 

Novl-Mar31 

I)ec l-my30 

N.C. 

. 
\ 

MFayl5dml5 N.C. 
Feb1JmJ.5 N.C. 

*- - 
_ . 

Aprl-Jml5 N.C. 

N.C. - I 

N.C. 
N.C. 

AprlJunl5 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N-C. 

N.C. 

IuxKIcE~s M 
m Tp(.‘S 

80 91 93 

DelDel- 

D&Del- 

DelDel- 

Del Del- 

Del Ikl- 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 93 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Del Del - 

Delrkl- 

Del Dsl- 

Del Del- 

Del Del - 

Del Dzl Add 

Del&l- 
D&Del- 

Del&l- 

Del tx?l- 

Del Del- 

Del Dzl- 

_. 



26130 

26137 

26144 

26151 

.26X0 

26162 

26172 

26174 

26189 

26190 

26191 

26!9-1 L 

261% 

26197 

26206 

26208 

262rn 

26210 

26211 

26212 

2t2ij 

262'4 

USE 

Black Butte Land L Qttle SR 

d”, S&W 

EZidcson, R i FT.7 

wddle, UI 

soua mtter mkar Dist 

Ralfs, W&S 

wkrdsweptLi-~ 

Perkillim, SW 

~WnchAsscdatea 

Nicml. LX., 

clanton,.WhEr 

Soring,RE &KG 

Dunbar,Netal 

RmmM 

USredocbpltLEbspst 

usmdccuatlmrest 

us redoc Natl Fbrest 

us t-ladcc nat1 Rxest 

USMdocNatl Rxest 

USPbdozNatl Rxest 

us !4da2 Natl mrest 

wsu 

WSXE 

I 
S 

E 

I' 
D 

P 

I 
D 

SX 

D 

S 

ws 

WI 

WSRE 

WSR 

wS!s 

WS 

WS 

ws 

WS 

WS 

w!3 

Vis 

DIRECT 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CFS) 

. 

JxcsING- 

DIRWl'DIVEZSION SNmAczz 

78 Decl-t4a.rl5 

3 Novl-&Ml 

10 sep~Jlml5 

0.01 brldct3l N.C.. 
0.01 Janl-De&l N.C. 

1 _ cct l-r-E&y30 

0.01 
0.01 

725.00 

0.02 
0.01 

103,lOO 

Aprlect30 
Janl-De& 

Janl-DecC.31 

my l-bbv30 
Jan 1-0~~31 

oct1dlriio 

N.C. 
N.C. 

N.C. 

mm 93 
Term 93 

30 Nm l-Apr30 

0.01 Janl-Dedf N.C. 

9 

14 

20 

10 

4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

1 

- 

Novl-qprl 

Octl-Mayls 

Nov 1-Apr30 

Ott l-Aprl 

Nm l-&c30 

Dee l*rl5 

cctl5-my30 

octEslay30 

acts-my30 

oct15+lay30 

ccts-my30 

OCtlS-tky30 

octl5-i+.iy30 

6- 

_ 

, - 

I 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C; 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

,N.C. 

Del Del - 

Del Del- 
Del kl- 

Delb21- 

Del IM- 
De? Del- 

Ret - - 

Del Del - 

&l lx: - 

Del Eel - 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

tk!llk?l- 

Delcel- 

Deloel- 

Del&l- 

Del Xl- 



APPL FEmlTmz 
NO. 

26215 uSPkxIuzIhtlswest 

26216 usbt&cNatlmxest 

26217 USmdocNatl Forest 

26218 us!.tdoc~tl~t 

26219 USMo&cNatlEbrest 

26220 

26221 

26222 

26223 . . 

26227 
) 26229 

26230 
:,. 

26234 

26239 

26243 

2624I 

26245 

26246 

26247 

US !433acl&tl Pxest 

USb%docNatl~rest 

us mduc Nat1EbLxst 

US btxk Nat1 Etxest 

Lee, U? 

nlckskoBros~ 

O'Neill, CS et al 

Bishop,REr P 

Eatche1,LrJ 

Shaw, V et al 

Klein, F&P 

Baker, R et al 

Wless,P 

Niesen, K: 

II - 

I, 

. 

USE 

ws 

ws 

ws 

ws 

ws 

ws 

w!s 

ws 

WS 

WSR 

ws 

WSFUE 

SRIE , 

WERSI 

wizs 

WRIE 

a, 

RE 

S 

ru3 

rui 

ws 

WS 

ws 

WS 

-. 

O.Ol 

6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

18 

15 

2 

35 

10 

3 

31 

10 

2 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

PRlwARY 

sep 14&0 

_ 

DIFEXX'DI~RSICN 
SMXNWW 

‘_ 

,A I ., 
I. 

-Ym 

octls-my30 

OCtlS-t4ay~ 

octl5-my30 

OCtl5*y33 

OZtlS-M+O 

OCtl5-&#0 

cctl5-&y30 

octl5-May30 

mv 1-Apr.30 

Novldpr30 

Nov l-&r31 

Novl-Apr30 

tcwl-pprl 

Janl+Yarl 

Jsnl-Wrl 

NW 1-4r30 

Dscl-Marl5 

kml-4r30 

Oct1*y1 

octls-*y30 

Octl.5*y30 

No-3 l-my30 

Nov l-May31 

REVISED s- 

DIRECI' DIWRSION 
mnmRYS!xmmlw 

sep1-aml5 

-, 

I - 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

. N.C. 

N.C. 
. 

N.C. : 
N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. , 

N.C. 1 

N.C. ,_ 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

ms1cNSm 
PERMlTTElw9 

80 91 93 

Del Dsl- 

DelDel- 

Del Del- 

r&l Del- 

Del Del- 

DE&Del- 

D&Del- 

Del Del- 

DelLa- 

IMDel- 

DelLkl- 

rkl Del- 

Del Del: 

Del Ikl- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

JMDel- 

'Delieel- 

D&nel- 

Del Lkl- 

DelDel- 

Del Eel- 

D&e1 - ..;4 

Del Dsl- 



AFFL PER_ 
NO. 

26289 USWd0cNat.l Wrest 

26290 us t%xkx Natl mrest 

26291 US mdoc Nat1 Fbrest 

26292 US kldoc S3t.l -rest 

26301 Jones,;IM 

26317 Cbdfrey, PA&E1 

26319 Mid City krsery, Inc 

26324 US b%x tatl Rareat 

26325 US wxkx Nat1 Rxest 

26326 US MxkxHatl Ebrest 

26327 USMxkxNatl Fbrest 

26329 

26330 

26331 

26332 

26333 

26334 

26335 

26336 

26337 

26333 

26333 

263-Ca 

2i3;l 

2.52;; 

US.m&xt+ttl Fbrest 

UShbdocNatlRarest 

usfmoc beit1 Fhrest 

USEwoctLl Rxest 

USmdoctatlmrest 

US Elodoc Nat1 Fbrest 

US m&x F?atl Rxeet 

USBxbcNatlFbrest 

US~WtlFbrest 

US bbdos Nat1 *rest 

US Ebhz Mtl Barest 

1JS lkdoc Nat1 Forest 

US t4dcc Natl Ebrest 

US ~txia2 Nat1 Fbrest 

USE 

WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

SR 

Fax 

REID 

WS 

WS 

ws 

ws 

WS 

WS 

ws 

WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

'WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

WS 

. 
h 

DIRECT 
IXVER- 
SIOH 
@?S) 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

EXISPING SEASON 

DIRECT DIVERSION 
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Nov l-May31 

Jan l-De& 

Janl-Dec!31 

/5 

0 

-. 

_ ’ 

tav l-May31 

Qztls-my30 

OCtl5-May30 

octl5-May30 

Nov l-May31 

Nml-Apr30 

NDvl-Mar31 

cCtl5-my30 

octl5-May3l 

octl5-May30 

oct15-Maym 

Octl5-my30 

CX!tliGI%@O 

o=tis+ay30 

OCtESMZ4y30 

Octl5-my30 

octl5-May30 

cctls-&x30 

Octl5-Apr30 

octl5-my30 

Octl5-May3o 

octl5-my30 

oct15-Majm 

Octl5-my30 

oct15-May33 

REVISEDSEASQJ 

DIRECl'DIVeFGION 
PRIMRY sm- 

N.C. 

N.C. _ 

N.C. 

‘_ 

_ 

. . 
.i *- 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 
. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

.N.C. 

.N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. . 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

T 
.I ; 

0 
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Del Del - 

Del Del- 

Del&l- 
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DelDel- 

Del Del- 

lx1 Del- 
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Del&l- 

Del lkl - 

DellhA_- 

Delrkl- 

Delkl- 

Del&l- 

3elDel- 

DelDel- 

Delikl- 

Delcel- 

Del&l- 

DelDel- . 

Delccl- -: 

Delkl- 



APPL ‘p5uaTra 
NO. 

26343 USM3dCENatlRUWt 

26344 ‘US Mxloc N&l Fnrest 

26345 US x&c Nat1 Wrest 

26346 US.*MocNatl Fbrest 

26347 US .rWoc IQtl Ebrest 

26348 US Wduc Natl ?Qrest 

26355 Vmm,C&BM 

26365 %aatz, H& R 

26373 Leland~ado~~WD 

26376 EXDhEDCoWA 

26364 

263% 

btbrriss, JF 6 ZU4 

Mxriss Lad m 

Allison, N 6 c 

Xi nther , JL & PS 

A&umr_&eTrailsFQA 

3 

J . 

USE 

ws 

ws 

ws 

ws 

US 

ws 

I 

RI 

D 

WRLN 

RDI 

I 

w!i 

WS 

ws 

SRI 

R 

R 

NLI 

WS 

l?IE 

SD 

SR 

Jmwx 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CFS) 

0.03 

,1.50 

-. 

0.01 

DIRWJ!DIVERSID?J 
PRPIRRY 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

25 

5 

OCtlS*~30 

&tlS-M3)GO 

OCtE-May30 

M15-t.By30 

octl5-May30 

octl5-May30 

Nov 1-Apr30 

Nov l-AprlS 

13,368 

Decl-Maal 

M?lyhnln3o 

Nov1-&n30 

1 Nov l-May15 

10 Novl-Mar31 

1 txtl5-EBy3O 

1 oct15-blay30 

I Nov l-&x30 

2 Dfzc 1+%x31 

14 Nwl-May1 

l&I Dee l-Mar31 

8 Nov1-Jlml5 

25 Dee l-Mar31 

15 

Janl-Dee31 

-. Nov l-May15 

. 

Term 93 

Term 91 

N.C. 

._ 

._. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

uEvIs1cxs To 
PERMIT TZ.+‘S 
80 91 93 

Del&l- 

Del Eel- 

Del Eel- 

IHDel- 

Del De; - 

Del&l- 

Del Dfl- 

Del&l- 

Del Del .r;lrl 

Ret Ret - 

Del Del - 

Ret Ret - 

Del Del- 

Del a-1 - 

Del I?el - 

DelDel- 

Del %l - 

Del&l- 

Ret Ret - 

Lx!1 Eel- 

Del&l- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 



ExIsrING SEASON PEVISED iiT!xoN 

AfTL- 
NO. 

26438 -Ranch 

26449 Sierra Natl lk-ust 

26357 VW,ML&H 

26469 Yolo 03 m 

26175 Willis, RG & DN 

26477 USMxkcxaatlmrest 

26478 US Wdoc Natl Rxest 

264% xgYurzwter(35Inc 

26491 Mffatt. CM h IE 

26493 

26497 

26498 

26499 

265Ql 

26515 

26520 

26521 

Rqers, W,et al 

Penrod,GdC 

m,R 

Jeffexy, S 

cmb$LlLLKA 

Rcqers, RI 6 Sh 

Scott%Kd<DP 

ScDttbKhDP 

26522 mda,Jbl&ME 

26523 tis, Hethl 

26525 Bess,DEhFa4 .. 

26571 Torri,m 

26576 %gner.DDhPD 

26577 'm Ralstnn pR et al 

r ̂  ?05;3 knlap,cL6JLl 

?65:2; maffin, G et al 

SD 

NI 

SRIE 

P 

WR 

SRI 

DIRECT 
DIVER- 
SION 
iCPS) 

0.01 Janl-Dec31 N.C. 

400.00 

0.01 

0.20 

ESD 

RIED 

I 

a, 

D 

si ( 

I 

0;Ol 

0.01 

2.45 

0.05 

2.00 

750 

49 

300,000 

2 

1 

1 

3 

25 

11 

11 

1 

4 

12 

510 

142 

24 

8 

12 

25 

DIF'ECF DIVERSION mi?AGE DIRECT DILERSICH 

Jan I-Dec31 

Sepl-JwiiO 

Nov l-May31 

Nov l-May31 

cct1-Jun30 

Nov l-Apr30 

octls-my30 

Novl-May30 

N.C. 

Sepl-Junl5 

Janl-Dedl N.C. 

Nov l-Apr30 

N0v 1-Apr30 

Nov 1-Apr30 

NW 1-Apr30 

0ct3OAprl 

b&v l-Apr30 

Nov 1-Aprl5 

Nov l-ppr30 

Nov l-Apr30 

NW 1-Apr30' 

- 

Octl-Pehl.5 

Janl-Dec31 

Wy15Jun30 

Dec31-Mar31 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 91 

JanlMl 

Decl-thrl 

-* 

rnvl-Aprl 

N.C. 

AprEdwg31 N.C. 

'i : ; 

Term 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 93 

lmln 93 

N.C. 

N.C. 

1J.C. 

Term 91 

T&m 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Tern 93 

N.C. 

Del Del- 

Ret Ret- 

Del Eel- 

rb?tDd- 

Del Del- 

Deldel- -- 

DelDel- 

DelDel- 

Del Del-. 
Del kl- 

Del %!l .uc! 

Del Del >Li:i 

Del Del - 

Lx?lDel- 

Del Dd- 

Ret R?t - 

Ret Ret - 

DelIxl- 

DelDel- 

Del tkl- 

Ret Ret - 

Del Deltid 

DelIkl- 

Del jcl - 

Ret- - 

0 

FEvIs1Oxs To 
P!ZR"IIT TERHS 
80 91 93 



APPLB 
NO. 

26605 

26612 

26613 

26626 

26633 

2%38 

26640 

26641 

26642 

2&X45 

26065 

26671 

.26674 

266% 

26685 

26686 

26691 

26694 

26698 

26699 

26703 

Bigelod, P eta1 

bSXeW,ThiH 

JXnman,MhJ 

Nihtol,AhHS 

Brady, [w h 0 

4ell. Aqua Inc 

Laue, Kl 

Silbaqh,RJ 

Laue, Ml 

DElmdmo,WLK; 

covert, Fe 

axntyof abasta 

Silva, C h R 

pine Lake aansittee 

Fisk, G 

Rlack.06 

Bush, W et al 

Quistenbemy, DH &W 

Erreca,B 

Ebm?.n,Retal 

Palley, MN L FK 

?C7:?9 Ebrke, FR III 

26711 W&b, HHet al 

26714 SmthFbrkID 

USE 

WHISBI , 

RRS 

Elu 

SRE 

RE 

RH 

Fsr 

S 

ED1 

WS 

wm3 

M 

S 

SRXE 

DIRECl' 
MWR- 
SION 
(CFS) 

0.01 

0.70 

0.40 

_ 

0.19 

0.02 

0.01 
0.01 

4.00 

190.00 

45 

8 

1 

18 

1 

120 

3 

9 

3 

4 

5 

10 

45 

40 

6 

49 

6 

.5 

15 

22,240 

Decl-mr31 

Nwl-my1 

-. _ Novl-May3l 

-. Nov l-+30 

Nov lay31 

c&l-my1 

-, Ike l-Mar30 

octl5--15 

Nov l-Aprl5 

cbvl-&xl 

. :. oct1-Jun30 

Janl-JudO Sepl-Dec31 - 

Aprl-oct30 - 

Marl-Apr30 *\- 

w1-oct31 - 

myl5-octl.5 - 
Cztl6-my14 - 

Aprl5-MaylS - 

Janldledl - 

/,p 

octl5dJnl 

Decl-mr31 

Novl-Mayl 

octl-Apr30 

Nov l-Apr3cl 

b&v l-&x30 

Nov l-Apr30 

Dee l-my31 

Nov 1-r15 

_ . 

, 
. _ 

Janl-Junl.5 N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 93 

N.C. 

N.C. 
N.C. 

Ten 91 

‘_ 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

T&m 91 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

.N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

'Term93 

N.C. 

Term 91 

l?EvIs1ms To 
PEimwr l-F.Fm 
80 91 93 

Del&l- 

lzelcel- 

Del&l- 

Del Del- 

DelDel- 

Ret Ret- 

Del&l- 

Del Del- 

Del Del - 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

DelL%l- 

Dellx1- 

D&Del- 

Dell)el- 

Del Eel- 

Delcel- 

ix1 Del- 

Del Del Ax 

Dzl Del- 

Del&l- 

Ret Ret - 

Del&l- 

Ret Ret- 



APPL 
NO. 

26717 

26716 

26722 

26723 

26725 

26728 

26758 

26763 

2676S 

26772 

26773 

26774 

26787 

26789 

26793 

26795 

26735 

26'322 

2;312 

20312 

7-I 2 : &"__3 

2=3:x$ 

I-._ LV .z_ I 

*--. -‘ -CT_ 

wlnyan, EaJ 

I 
Ywz~~,J~B 

ixGiargioDevalrp 

GrizzlyLakeFwortID 

kain,Es 

sPeer.B 

DPSa3ttlhmtetal 

Newfarmet,RAhSe 

SMJD 

Sac-Y010 City Waq Abate 

Lfchnsm, A&G 

Kmk,LhC 

Wulton,WR 

usmbcNat.l Rxest 

m,J 

Nelsm, CF h gC 

Roster, PA et al 

Guild, R & M 

Riky, Lx2 

*enardoah *r Win 

DiGicqio Derr CBrp 

3iGiorgic kv Uxp 

"cl-i;rgic Dev 0xp 

3ie'iargia bw Qxp 

USE 

I 
D 

I 

H 

S 

D 

D 

P 

H 

s - 

mi 

WSPfD 

WS 

SR 

SI 

s 

SE 

SE 

SI 

wfa 

wm 

DIrn 
DIVEX- 
SION 
(as) 

0.06 
0.01 

0.01 

270.00 

0.06 

i 

mRAG!?l 
OCRE- 
FlEFT) 

5 

1 

42 

43 

5 

6 

60,ooO 

33 

20 

1 

44 

1 

20 

49 

16 

4 

11 

28 

2 

4 

39 

5 

DI.RECT DIVESSICN 
PRlmRY sEc(rJDARy 

Mayldll.1 - 
Janl-Dedl - 

Janl-Dedl - 

Janl-Dedl i 

Janl-Ilec31 - 

Sep lJun30 - 

i 

mm DIRZl' DIVERSION smRAG3 

Nov l-May31 IuQyl-Junls 
N&C. 

-: 

_ - 

_- . 

i  

- 

N.C. 

Ncvl-Mayls 

CIA l-Jun30 

oct1*y30 

Nov 1-Apr30 

N.C. 

azt1-anl5 

N.C. 

N.C. 

IKW l-my31 

N-C!. _ 

i N.C. 

octl-Jul31 

Nov 1+x30 

Nov l-A$%30 

Ott l-Apr30 

ml-May1 

Cct_l5-Aprl 

.h&v l-Aprl5 

Ott I-Aprl 

mv1-Aprl 

Ott l-Apr30 

~o~l-tayi 

Jan l-Apr30 

OztlJuIaO 

Oct1Jun30 

0zt1-Jun30 

Oct1-LTun30 

N.C. 

N.d., 

&$JlJrinlS 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C;. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

hi.C. 

cctl-Junl5 

oct1-Juni5 

octl-Junl5‘ 

oct1-Junl5 

ravIsBD sE?sm 
REvIsIoss To 
PErniT TEP:s 
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Del Del- 
Del Del- 

Delcel- 

D&Del- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

DelDel- 

Del Del- 

Del&l- 

&t ml - 

DelDel- 

Dei cd - 

Delrnl- 

Del&l- 

Del Ikl- 

l&l Del- 

Del&l- 

rElB?l- 

Dellkl- 

Del Del- 

Df?lazl- 

baikl- 

tk?lDel- 

t&l Ml - 

Del&l- 



APPL- 
NO. 

26S19 TrUMIbJChK; 

26t720 rmzdem XIX' 

2u321 Bertolero Inc 

2L.322 Ekrtolero~Inc 

20.325 Tmnzen,EE 

2&32a .Spencer,HL 

26835 Levi,lFhRmnyNR 

26&ij StaJIJBiim 

26477 US PlumsNat Rxetal 

26879 i+.qhs, JMCK: 

268s l%xJhes,;1MCEl: 

26.981 Hq?iss;JM&iXZ 

26903 my, SW 

26904 ktwyler, CR 

269m Fush, D 

26%9 Rddbgtm,E 

26914 Yub River wc GLwp 

26915 Atkinsorl,vL 

26315 E?anks,wR 

2a1.24 Pantle Minirg 03 

2,>>31 serator CkTting Cl* 

,)I>:- -'.L..: __ Straight, CA 

?Z.?>. L- ..d-Y crawl, WLJ h UJ 

UsEi 

E 

R 

R 

R 

WE 

E 

W 

D 

WEBSIJ 
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S 

S 

ERSI 

WiRSDI 

I 
D 
DE%1 

S 

ZR 

I 

SRE 

W!BllI 

ES 

WR 

SRXD 

SR 

DIRBX 
DIVER- 
SION 
(CF.91 

:- 

0.01 

0.27 
0.01 

3.00 

- 

smRAGE 
(XX=- 
J?EW) 

DIRBFDIVERSICN s?IaAGE DI~DIVEPSICN mm 

1 

30 

45 

30 

4 

18 

1 

_ 

Janl-Mar31 

act l-my 1 

oct1-May1 

oct1*y1 

Nov 1-Apr30 

Jan l-&x-30 

O&15-Aprl5 

Jan l-D&31 N.C. 

42 Novl-May30 

4 Nov l-&x30 

4 Nov l-&w30 

4 Nov l-Apr30 

5 Sepl-May30 

.49 Dee 1-mr31 

myl5-Au915 N.C. 
Janl-Dedl N.C. 

47 

11 

3 

15 

48 

loo 

100 

1 

2 

oct1-May1 

Nov l-Aprl5 

Ott 1-Apr30 

Fqx1-Nw1 N.C. 

Nov l-Mar31 

Mv 1-ApdO 

Novl-A@0 

Janl-JudO 

Nov l-May 1 

New 1+x15 

REvIsm- 

- 

- 

. _ 

. . 
\ 

- 

N.C. 

N.Ci 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Term 93 

Term 93 

Tern93 

X.C. 

N.C. 

' N.C. 

?J.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

Ten 91 

lkmn 91 

1 N.C. 

N.C. 

ruwIs1oNs T9 
PfX4lT TEIRXS 
80 91 93 

DelDel- 

Del Dei- 

Del Del - 

Del Del- 

tk?l.rJel- 

DelDel- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 

Del Dsl - 
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Del Del .X:1 

Del i&l ?.iA 

Del rx?l - 

Del Del- 

Del&l- 
Del a-1 - 
Del&:- 

Delsel- 

Del DE1 - 

Fzt- - 

Del&l- 

Lk?lDel- 

Ret Ret - 

Fzt Ret- 

Del Ed - 

Del Del- 



Am% FEFMITrEE 
NO. 

26940 Jeffery, m 

26945 'lpsry, m4hhAM 

26949 FletctIer,WA&rn 

26955 Wm3,F 

26960 

26961 

26362 

26963 

26964 

26969 

26986 

26987 

26BEi 

I 27ooO 

27018 

27019 

lianilton,J 

Dea&xf,m 

Grant, Aet al 

Grant, A et al 

Grant, Aetal 

Hildchrand, H et al 

spree fmb 

spraw mnch 

slr=3-- 

Pantle Mining 8 

Kellog, Fetal 

Lswb,TJ3hW) 

27027 khddux, e 

27034 Snider, M h JM 

27337 ArtCLfZnWt,LtdR?K-t 

2X3+ Chu Ranch kisn 

27039 mist, CT h AK 

271X) Lake Hgt&mittea 

27x3 Sissett, Lo& AE 

2-%x9 Heller, J 

-0 
. . ., 

* ,, 2 

USE 

!%I.E 

kR1 

w&t 

DE 
DE 

S 

WSE 

S 

WES 

S 
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SI 

SI 

Em 

D 

SRI 

ws 

.Sn 

WI. 

SDI 

hTRSZ1 

wm 

S 

B 

i 
fl 

DIREX?l! 
DIWR- 
SION 
(cm) 

0.03 
0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

0.01 

O.Ol 

0.77 

5 

10 

3 

48 

22 

6 

20 

2 

3 

32 

2 

6 

15 

10 
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Jan l-De&l 
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Jan l-Dec31 

Janl-t&c31 

Janl-D&l 

Jan l-De&l 

I4?+y15+ct31 

Novl-Apr30 

act l-c4Tiy31 

NW l-Apr30 

mv1+?ay1 

0ct l-Apr30 

ckzt l+lay31 

Jan l-&r15 

Jan l-Aprl5 

Jan l-A@5 

bkw 1-Apr30 

Ott 1+x30 

Wv 1-Apr30 

Nov l-A&x30 

t&v 1-Apr30 

r&vl-my 1 

Novl-Aprl 

wt l-my31 

0 / 

N.C. 
N.C. 

Term 93 

Teml93 

lknn 93 

Term 93 

Term 93 

N.C. 

( _ 

- 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

. 

: 
N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

N.C. 

lkrm 93 

FuwIs1ms m 
'FEFWTTERNS 
SC 9i 93 

Del Del- 

Del Dsl- 

Del Del- 

Del Del- 
D&Del- 

Del Dal- 

Dal&l- 

Del Del Md 

Del Del Md 

DellXl MA 

Del&l- 

Delcel- 

E&Del- 

Dzl Del- 

Del&l- 

Del Del A,'ci 

Del&l- 

&l&l- 

D&Del- 

ki rei - 
Del I%1 Add 

DelDel- 

Del &?l - :; 

Del Del Md 

Del&l- 
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/ 

AI%- 
NO. 

\ 

27054 Hertlein, H et al 

27061 Bruzw, M eta1 

27070 Searcy, M et al 

. 

27071 DmwuanNL 

27074 DeStefano, R 

27119 Osstello. J 

27120 Costello, J 

2713: chnes, UD 

27136 Coon, JeimL 

27141 Hanson, hD 

27157 
;j 

Tmst of tw ?hcnpkFns 

27165 &QsBros Inc 

1 27166 k&h, A 

27171 Peaay,wL4,6S 
*. 

27172 Qxy, J ' 

27173 BreaW,~C 

27181 st&w,s 

27185 Greiten, JE h K 

27190 Hm='&J 

:7202 will.ofIEMemit 

27207 llmpson, D et al 

27229 LS%xkcNat1mrest 

272:<-, us tbdoc ?kxt_l mrest 

2-!-l, .‘._A L’S !kx?ozNatl Fbrest 

USE 

SI 

Ex3 

R 

WSE 

D 

I 

Es 

SI 

wse 

SRE 

Ns 

ws 

Hs 

DIRECT 
DIVER- 
s1m 
(CFS) 

sI’oRAL;E 
(KRE- 
FEET) 

DIRE2 DIWZ?SICN 
PRlM?mY -- 

2 OCtl-Aprl 

15 Cctl-Apr30 

4 Decl-Aprl 

32 Novl-Apr30 

0.01 Jan l-De&U N.C. 

0.23 &x15-octl5 N.C. 

3.00 

0.01 

3.00 

-. 

15 

10 

10 

1 

4 

2 

350 

29 

20 

4 

2 

5 

8 

1 

.1 

1 

Novl5-mylS 

Novl-ApI 

NW l-Apr30 

octx-myl 

Navl-ApFl 

Nov l-Apr30 

Aprl-Ncwl N.C. 

o&l--1 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

In the Matter of 1 

WATER RIGHT PERMITS IN THE \ 
SACRAMENTO-SAN JOAQUIN DELTA 
WATERSHED i ORDER: WR a4- 2 

> 
in Which the Board Reserved 
Jurisdiction to Change the Season 
of Diversion (TERM 80 PERMITS) 

I-- 
> 

ORDER AMENDING AND AFFIRMING DECISION 1594 
AND DENYING PETITIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION 

BY THE BOARD: 

The Board having issued Decision 1594 on November 17, 1983; 

0 Decision 1594 having amended the permit conditions and season of diversion 

authorized in numerous specified water right permits subject to the Board's 

reserved jurisdiction under Standard Permit Term 80; petitions for 

reconsideration of that decision having been filed by the United States Bureau 

of Reclamation, the Delta Water Users Association and South Delta Water Agency, 

and fourteen water agencies and permittees represented by the law firm of 

Downey, Brand, Seymour & Rohwer; and the petitions having been duly considered; 

the Board finds as follows: 

1. Grounds for Reconsideration 
l . ---- -I_ A 

. The Board may order reconsideration on all or a part of a decision 
** 

.I * adopted by the Board upon petition by affected persons (Water Code 

Section 1357). The Board's regulations 

sought for any of the following causes: 

provide that reconsideration may be 



a. A procedural irregularity which has prevented the petitioner 

from receiving a fair hearing; l ; 

b. The decision is not supported by substantial evidence; 

C. There is relevant evidence available which, in the exercise of 

reasonable diligence, could not be produced at the hearing; or 

(23 

2. 

d. An error in law. 

Cal.Admin.Code $737.1.) 

Summary of the Petitions 

‘N 

*3 

a. Bureau of Reclamation -p- 

I The petition for reconsideration filed by the Bureau of 

Reclamation requests that the word "conserved" be deleted from newly adopted 

Permit Term 93 which regulates water availability for permittees in the San 

Joaquin Basin upstream of Vernalis. The request to delete the word "conserved" 

from Term 93 is directed at prohibiting diversions by all Term 80 permittees 
0 

upstream of Vernalis when the Bureau is releasing water from storage or 

foregoing diversion of water to storage in order to meet the 500 parts per 

million total dissolved solids standard at Vernalis. The Bureau's requert is 

discussed in Section 3 below. 

b. Delta Water Users Association and South Uelta Water Agency -- 

(hereinafter 

The Delta Water Users Association and the South Delta Water Agency 

collectively referred to as South Delta) have filed a petition for 
. . . 

reconsideration requesting that Decision 1594 be amended in the following two 

respects: . 

-2- 



(1) Petitioners request that the Board add a term to permits for 

diversion in the San Joaquin Basin upstream of Vernalis which would restrict 

diversion of water by such permittees 

II . . . when the f 
on the average falls 

low in the San Joaquin River at Verna 
below the following: 

May 
June 
July 
August 

-- 551 cfs (cubic feet per second) 
-- 695 cfs c./_ 
-- 1044 cfs 
-- 908 cfs ‘_ ,~ 

September -- 617 cfs 

lis 

or below the calculated net channel depletion in the southern 
Delta in the remaining months." (Petition by Delta Water 
Users Association and South Delta WaterAgency for 
Reconsideration of Decision 1594, pp. 6 and 7.) 

The petition refers to certain evidence in the record as justifying the 

requested change. In the alternative, South Delta requests that the Board hold 

a further hearing to consider additional evidence on South Delta's request to 

regulate Term 80 permittees on the basis of minimum flows at Vernalis. This 

subject is discussed in Section 4 below. 

(2) Petitioners further request that the decision not conclude 

that the lack of surface hydraulic continuity between an upstream Term 80 

permittee and the Delta is a basis for exempting the permittee from 

restrictions on the season of diversion which would otherwise apply. Stated 

differently, South Delta suggests that Term 80 permittees should be subject to 

regulation under Terms 91 and 93 and any other restrictions related to water 

,availability in the Delta even if there is no surface hydraulic continuity 

between their point of diversion and the Delta. South Delta also requests that 

if the Board concludes that there is presently insufficient data regarding 

subsurface flows, then the Board should continue to reserve jurisdiction over 



all Term 80 permittees until such time as adequate information is available. 

The request for reconsideration based on subsurface flow and hydraulic 

continuity considerations is addressed in Section 5 below. 

Associatiks 
Various Tez 80 Permittees, Water_Agencjes, and Water Users 

- 

The petition filed by Downey, Brand, Seymour & Rohwer on behalf of 

several Term 80 permittees and other interested parties requests 

modify Decision 1594 as follows: 

(1) Delete Term 80 from power permits where hydroe 1 

that the Board 

ectric power 

generation does not change the streamflow regime in a way which alters the rate 

or quantity of flow entering the Delta. 

(2) Delete Term 80 and Term 91 from all 

applications filed prior to August 16, 1978, and incl 

season in those permits excluding the period June 16 

permits issued on 

ude a fixed divers 

through August 31. 

ion 

(3) Adopt as Board policy the position that only applications 

filed after the date of the Board's final decision in this matter w‘ill be 

subject to any future San Francisco Bay standards. 

(4) Adopt as Board policy the position that Permit Terms 8f? and 

91 shall not be included in permits as a condition for approving a petition to 

change point of diversion, place of use, or purpose of use or granting a 

petition for extension of time. 

(5) Delete all references to the public trust doctrine and 

National Audubon Society v. 

These subjects 

City of Los 'Angeles. --- 

are addressed in Sections 6 through 10 below. 
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3. Revision of Standard Permit Term 93 II- A-- 

0 Decision 1594 provides that diversion of water under all Term 80 

permits in the San Joaquin Basin above Vernalis shall be subject to the 

restrictions of Permit Term 93 which reads as follows: 
*r 

- . . 

0 

‘I. 

"NO diversion is authorized by this permit when conserved 
water released from New Melones Reservoir is being used to 
maintain the water quality in the San.Joaquin River at Vernalis 
at a level of 500 parts per million (ppm) Total Dissolved solids 
(TDS) or during any time of low flows when TDS levels at 
Vernalis exceed 500 ppm. This restriction shall not apply when, 
in the judgment of the Board, curtailment of diversion under 
this permit will not be effective in lowering the TDS at 
Vernalis, or when, in the absence of the permittee's diversion, 
hydraulic continuity would not exist between the permittee's 
point of diversion and Vernalis. The Board shall notify 
permittee at any time curtailment of diversion is required under 
this term." (Decision 1594, pp. 33, 59-60.) 

The term "conserved water" was taken from SWRCB Decision 1422 which 

imposes an obligation upon the Bureau to release water from New Melones to meet 

a water quality standard of 500 parts per million total dissolved solids at 

Vernalis. The Bureau's petition requests that the word "conserved" be deleted 

from Term 93 since the Bureau's prior rights of diversion at New Melones are 

restricted both when the Bureau is releasing stored water to meet the Vernalis 

standard and when the Bureau is foregoing diversion of water to storage to meet 

that standard. The Bureau argues that if its prior rights for an inbasin 

project are subject to restrictions due to the Vernalis water quality standard, 

the junior rights of Term 80 permittees should be similarly restricted. The 

Bureau's contention is valid provided that the place of use of water diverted 

under the New Melones permit remains within the existing four county area 

authorized as the place of use. Therefore, the language of Term 93 will be 

revised as shown in paragraph (l)(a) of the Order which follows. Decision 1594 

-5- 



should also be amended to provide that Term 93 shall not be included in 

projects which do not alter the rate or quantity of flow entering the Delta 0 

since such projects will not affect water availability in the Delta. I 

4. Use of Flow Standards as a Criteria for Determining Water Availability in 
the San Joaquin River 

- _- 

a. Amendment to,Decision Based Upon Existing Record --w 

South Delta requests that the Board amend Decision 1594 to 

restrict diversion of water under Term 80 permits at times when the average 

monthly rate of flow in the San Joaquin River at Vernalis falls below the 

levels stated in Section 2 above. The rationale is that maintenance of 

acceptable water quality to holders of prior rights in the Southern Delta 

requires a minimum flow in the San Joaquin River at Vernalis which varies with 

the month in question. Without such minimum flow levels, South Delta argues, 

salinity increases to the point of adversely impacting holders of prior 

rights. Diversion by Term 80 permittees during such low flow periods, it is 

argued, can further aggravate water quality problems. 

South Delta cites SWRCB Exhibits 9, 14 and 21 as providing the 

. . 
.- 

necessary evidence for supporting its desired conclusion and also refers to 

several additional items of evidence not included in the hearing record. The 

SWRCB exhibits referred to in the petition provide the necessary data for 

calculation of channel depletion allowances for the southern Delta during the 

months of May through September. Sincepchannel depletion allowances for other 

months vary widely due to varying precipitation patterns, South Delta proposes . - 

that they be calculated at the time in question. Whenever the flow at Vernalis ’ __ 
‘ c 

falls below the specified or calculated net channel depletion allowance, South - 

Delta suggests that Term 80 permittees be prohibited from diverting since the 

available water supply is less than the demand by holders of prior rights. 
0 
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The Board is well aware that the provisions:of ‘Decision 1594 do 

not solve the water quality problems in the souther,n Delta. The Board also 

acknowledges that low flows can contribute to water quality problems in the 

southern Delta. Thus, some type of proposal to'establish minimum flow 

standards based on channel depletion estimates may be worthy of further 

investigation. However, the Board finds that theapproach proposed in South 

Delta's petition is unacceptable. During the times that the proposed 

restrictions on 

Delta's channel 

Joaquin River. 

diversion would be triggered, a large portion of the Southern 

depletions are being satisfied .from sources other than the San 
I 

Operations of the State Water Project (SWP) and Central Valley 

Project (CVP) can bring Sacramento River water into the northern portions of 

the South Delta Water Agency. The Environmental Impact Report for the 1978 

Delta Plan indicates that CVP- and SWP-induced reverse flow conditions occur in 

approximately the upper half to two-thirds of the South Delta Water Agency at 

fairly moderate flow conditions in the San Joaquin River. The Environmental 

Impact Report states: 

"Additionally, flow reversal in the main channel of the San 
Joaquin River from Stockton south to the bifurcation1 with Old 
River near Mossdale occurs generally when the export rates of 
the CVP and SWP are greater than five times,the San ,Joaquin 
inflow at Vernalis. The various flow rev.ersals are pictured in 
Figure 111-8." (SWRCB Exhibit 9, p. 111-214.) 

: 
Preliminary calculations based on the above information indicate 

: 

that, even at the restrained project pumping rates of 6$00 cfs set for May and 
.' j 

June by Decision 1485, reverse flow con,ditions, in roughly the northern half to 

two-thirds of the South Delta Water Agency,could occur when flows in the San 

Joaquin River at Vernalis drop below 1,200 cfs. Since the flow levels 
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specified in South Delta's petition are all below 1,100 cfs, the northerly half 

to two-thirds of the land within South Delta Water Agency could be supplied 

from the Sacramento River, not the San Joaquin River, during periods when South 

Delta's proposed permit term would be triggered. Therefore, the channel 

depletion requirements in this northern area would have to be properly 

accounted for in order to arrive at supportable channel depletion figures for 

the area actually receiving San Joaquin River supplies. In addition, areas 

receiving water service from sources other than the San Joaquin River, such as 

Banta Carbona, would also have to be accounted for. South Delta points to no 

place in the hearing record where this information can be found. The Board 

concludes that, on the basis of the existing record, it would be inappropriate 

to modify Decision 1594 to establish an entirely new method of determining 

water availability to Term 80 permittees in the San Joaquin Basin. The 

discussion in this paragraph is not intended to prejudge findings which may be 

made upon consideration of additional evidence in an appropriate proceeding in 

the future. 

The Board also notes that Delta hydrology is an extremely complex 

subject. South Delta's proposal was not mentioned in the hearing notice, nor 

was it addressed in any detail at the hearing. Before any such method could be 

adopted, it should be thoroughly aired before all affected parties in order to 

ensure that the assumptions and data utilized are correct. 

b. Reopening Record for Submission of Further Evidence -I__ 

As an alternative to amending the Decision on the basis of the 

existing record, South Delta requests that the Board hold a further hearing and 

reopen the record for submission of additional evidence. The Board's 

regulations permit reconsideration where "[t]here is relevant evidence 

available, which in the exercise of reasonable diligence, could not be produced 

at the hearing." (23 Cal.Admin.Code. $737.1.) Petitioners offer new evidence 

‘L 
- <_ c 

\ 

.t ~ 

L- 
c - 
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which they allege, without explanation, was unavailable at the time of the 

0 hearing. The proposed evidence is attached as Exhibits 1 through 4 to South 

Delta's petition for reconsideration. 

A brief examination of the proposed additional exhibits indicates 

that they are excerpts from, were derived from, or are extremely similar to 

information contained in readily available public documents which were 
. 

published well before the Board hearing in this matter.' The information 

provided by these exhibits could eaily have been introduced at the Board 

hearing if South Delta had chosen to do so. 

The general rule is that the showing of diligence in attempting to 

produce evidence must be convincing. In an analogous situation involving 

evidence offered after a trial, the California Supreme Court ruled: 

"Ordinarily newly discovered evidence is looked upon with 
disfavor, and a party relying thereon must make a strong showing 
on his Dart in oreoarina for trial [citations omitted1 . . ..'I 
(Estate'of Cover (i922)d188 Cal. 133, 149.) - -m- 

Similarly in Miles v. A. Arena & Co. (1937) 23 Cal.App.2d 680, 685- --- 

686, the appellate court ruled that an experiment that was performed after the 

' Exhibit 1 to South Delta's petition for reconsideration is the South Delta 
Water Agency's exhibit II-H presented in the 1976 hearings leading to 
Decision 1485. Exhibit 2 to the petition is the same information in a 
different format as that produced by the Department of Water Resources Day Flow 
Summary, which was introduced as SWRCB Exhibit 14 in this proceeding. South 

6 I. Delta's proposed exhibit has been updated to include the two most recent 
I years. Exhibit 3 to the petition is a slightly modified version of the data 

-* which appears in a different format on page 92 of a report entitled "Effects of 
15 l the CVP upon the Southern Delta Water Supply; Sacramento-San Joaquin River 

,- Delta, California". This document was prepared jointly by the Water and Power 
Resources Service (U. S. Bureau of Reclamation) and the South Delta Water 
Agency in June 1980. Exhibit 4 to the petition shows similar water quality 

@ 

distribution patterns as are shown in figures contained in "Alternative 
Solutions to Southern Delta Water Program", a document by the Water and Power 
Resources Service dated September 1980. 
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trial could as readily have been performed before the trial and excluded the 

evidence. In the current matter, the Board concludes that South Delta has not 

met the criteria established in the Board's regulations for introduction of 0 

additional evidence after the close of the hearing. Therefore, the Board 

declines to reopen the record for receipt of further evidence. 

C. Conclusion 

The Board finds that the petitioner 

cause for amending the Decision or for reopening 

acknowledges, however, that the continuing water 

has not established sufficient 

the record. The Board 

quality problems in the 

southern Delta should be addressed. To the extent that Board involvement would 

not interfere with matters subject to ongoing litigation, one opportunity for 

addressing such problems could be in the reopened hearings on Delta water 

quality standards currently scheduled for 1986.‘ At that time, the Board can 

examine all appropriations subject to the Board's jurisdiction which may affect 

water quality problems in the southern Delta and throughout the entire Delta. 

Due to the possibility that future information may establish cause for further 

revisions in the permit conditions of appropriators in the San Joaquin Basin, 

Decision 1594 should be amended to provide that Term 80 will remain in all 

permits in the San Joaquin Basin in which it appeared prior to issuance of the 

Decision. 

5. Diversions in Areas Lacking Hydraulic Continuity Wi.th the Delta 

Decision 1594 provides that the restrictions on diversions under 

Permit Term 91 will not be applied in situations where, in the absence of 

particular permittee's diversion, there would be no hydraulic continuity 

a 

between the permittee's point of diversion and the Delta. (Decision 1594, 

-lO- 

‘_ 
-1. 

.1 

. ‘- 
‘- a 



0 
pp. 30, 31.) Similarly, Permit Term 93 specifically states that it does not 

apply when "in the absence of the permittee's diversion, hydraulic continuity 
~ 

would not exist between the permittee's point of diversion and Vernalis." 

(Decision 1594, p. 54.) 

South Delta requests that the decision should be amended to provide 

that diversion by Term 80 permittees in areas which lack surface hydraulic 

continuity with the Delta should be subject to regulation under Terms 91 and 93 

and any other restrictions related to water availability in the Delta. South 

Delta's petition cites various reports which discuss the fact that subsurface 

flow may resurface at a lower elevation. Thus, where there is "subsurface 

hydraulic continuity" between an upstream point of diversion and the Delta, 

South Delta suggests that upstream Term 80 permittees should be subject to 

permit terms which are directed at protecting water quality for holders of 

prior rights in the Delta. There are two major deficiencies with South Delta's 

proposal. 

First, as with the minimum flow proposal, the "evidence" which South 

Delta relies upon is not evidence which was submitted at the hearing in 

accordance with the Board's regulations and the hearing notice. Rather, South 

Delta relies upon the fact that it mentioned or "cited the existence of" 

various reports at the hearing or in letters to the Board after the hearing. 

(South Delta Petition for Reconsideration, pp. 11, 12.) However significant 

the information in the studies cited may be, the studies were not submitted as 

* ,* exhibits at the Board hearing, nor did the authors of such reports provide 
*, 

da either direct testimony or testimony under cross-examination. If South Delta 
'* * 

I wishes for detailed technical information to be considered in the formulation 

of a Board decision restricting diversions by other water users, it has the 
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obligation to fully present such information as evidence at the hearing. The 

Board's decision must be based on evidence in the record. 

The second problem with South Delta's proposal is that, even if all 

the evidence to which it refers were in the record, additional detailed 

hydrologic information would be needed to support the restrictions suggested. 

Such data is not currently available. Terms 91 and 93 are directed at 

determining restrictions on water availability on a real-time basis. The 

rationale for restricting diversions by Term 80 permittees when Term 91 or 

Term 93 is triggered is that additional water will remain in the stream and 

flow downstream to the Delta within the period when water quality problems 

exist. Applying the same rationale to Term 80 permittees in areas of no 

surface hydraulic continuity with the Delta would require much more extensive 

information than is presently available on rates, quantities, and direction of 

subsurface flow at numerous locations within each river basin. 

South Delta suggests in the alternative that if the Board determines 

the available information is insufficient to make the change required, the 

Board should continue to reserve jurisdiction over all Term 80 permittees until 

more complete information is available. As discussed in Section 4 above, 

Decision 1594 will be amended to retain the Board's reserved jurisdiction under 

Term 80 in all present Term 80 permits for diversion in the San Joaquin River 

watershed upstream of Vernalis. Thus, if adequate information bec,>mes 

available to demonstrate that diversion by a partic!rlar permittee in an area 

lacking hydraulic continuity with the Delta should be regulated on a real-time 

basis under Term 91 or Term 93, the Board will have reserved jurisdiction to 

make appropriate adjustments under Term 80. 
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6. Deletion of Term 80 From Permits for Certain Hydroelectric Projects 
! 
0 The petition for reconsideration filed on behalf of several Term 80 

permittees requests that Term 80 be deleted from permits authorizing 

hydroelectric power generation at facilities which previously received permits 

authorizing diversion of water for other purposes. The specific projects 

involved are covered by permits issued on Applications 25056, 26162, 26469, and 

27302. The rationale is that the hydroelectric facilities are an incidental 

use added to projects which were approved prior to the use of Term 80 and that 

simply adding the use of water for hydroelectric purposes does not change the 

rate or quantity of flow entering the Delta. 

The Board acknowledges that only under unusual circumstances would it 

be neccesary to change the season of diversion for permits authorizing 

hydroelectric projects if the diversion of water under those permits did not 

0 
affect the rate or quantity of flow downstream. In this instance, the history 

of the applications in question and the declaration of engineer Keinlen 

submitted on behalf of the petitioners indicate that the use of water for 

hydroelectric purposes is simply a secondary use of the same water diverted 

under the earlier permits which are not subject to Term 80. However, since 

separate permits were acquired for the hydroelectric projects and the earlier 

facilities to which the hydroelectric use was added, a potential for future 

misunderstanding may exist. 

In order to prevent any such misunderstanding, a term should be added 

** to the specified permits for hydroelectric use to clarify that the permits do 
.* 

'* not authorize any additional diversion of water to storage beyond that quantity 
\‘ 

'? authorized by the earlier permits at the same location. Clearly, if 

add itional water could be stored under hydroelectric perm its, such storage 
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would change the rate and quantity of downstream flow. If no additional water 

can be stored, however, the flow entering the Delta will not be changed and 

Term 80 may be deleted from the permits. The four affected permittees have 

advised the Board, by letter from their attorney, Ms. Anne Schneider, dated 

January 17, 1984, that they have no objection to addition of a permit term of 

the type described. The Board finds that a permit term prohibiting diversion 

of additional water to storage should be added and Term 80 deleted from the 

permits on Applications 25056, 26162, 26469, and 27302. 

7. Use of Term 9J Method forDetermining Water Availability for "Old Term 80" 
Permittees 

a. Overview of Changes,Requested by Petitioners 

The petition for reconsideration filed by the Term 80 permittees 

requests that Terms 80 and 91 be deleted from all permits issued on 

applications filed before August 16, 1978, and that a fixed season of diversion 

be included in those permits excluding the period from June 16 to August 31. 

The purported rationale for this request is essentially twofold: (1) the 

petitioners contend that the Board's reserved jurisdiction under Term 80 is not 

broad enough to allow the Board to adopt the Term 91 Method of determining 

water available for so-called "old Term 80" permittees, and (2) the petitioners 

r* 
1.. 

contend their due process rights were violated since Term 80 permittees, as a 

group, were not notified of the hearing which led to adoption of the water 

quality standards set forth in Decision 1.485. These contentions are addressed 

in parts "b" and "c" below. Part "d" addresses the fact that there is ?ittle 

or no relationship between the alleged defects of Decision 1594 and the . ‘* 

"remedy" suggested by the petitioners. 
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b. 

jurisdiction 

Scope of Reserved Jurisdiction Under Term 80 

Contrary to the position of the petitioners, the Board's reserved 

under "old Term 80" was not narrowly restricted to allow only 

adjustments in the season of diversion as necessary for protection of prior 

& 
rights. Since 1959, Section 1394 of the Water Code has expressly authorized 

the Board to reserve jurisdiction if insufficient information is available 

II . . . to finally determine the terms and conditions which 
will reasonably protect prior vested rights . . . or which will 
best develop, conserve, and utilize in the publicinterest the 
water sought to be appropriated." (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, the Board clearly had the authority to reserve jurisdiction to adjust the 

season of diversion as necessary for protection of the public interest as well 

as for protection of prior rights. 

0 
The language of the original Term 80 states that jurisdiction is 

reserved "for the purpose of conforming the season of diversion to later 

findings of the Board on prior applications involving water in the Sacramento 

River Basin and Delta...." The term states nothing to indicate that the later 

findings of the Board on prior applications may not address public interest 

concerns such as fish and wildlife. The water quality standards reflected in 

Decision 1485 must be met by the Department of Water Resources and the Bureau 

of Reclamation as conditions of their water rights in the Sacramento River 

Basin and Delta. With respect to Term 80 permittees, these water rights of the 

4 ,. Bureau and the Department were initiated by "prior applications" and the 
. 

** '* l 
conditions included in the permits subject to Decision 1485 are findings on 

l those prior applications. Therefore, changes in the season of diversion of so- 

called "old Term 80" permittees which are based upon assisting in meeting 
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Decision 1485 water quality standards are, in the language of Term 80, "for the 

purpose of conforming the season of diversion to later findings of the Board on 

prior applications." 

One additional point to note is that the petitioners appear to be 

drawing an inappropriate distinction between the exercise of the Board's 

reserved jurisdiction for the purpose of protecting prior rights and the 

exercise of jurisdiction for the purpose of assisting in meeting the water 

quality standards based upon protection of fish and wildlife. In accordance 

with the provisions of Decision 1485, the Bureau and the Department, as a 

condition of their water right permits, are required to ensure that specified 

water quality standards in the Delta are met. At times this requires the 

release of stored water. If diversions by Term 80 permittees 

during times when the Bureau and the Department are releasing 

water quality purposes (including fish and wildlife), Term 80 

end up diverting a portion of the water released from storage 

are not curtailed 

stored water for 

permittees could 

and the Project 

operators would have to make additional storage releases to compensate. 

The Project operators view diversions by Term 80 permittees during 

periods when Decision 1485 requires release of stored water as an infringement 

on their prior rights. Thus, with respect to the water rights of the Project 

operators, adding Term 91 to the permits of "old Term 80" permittees is a 

proper exercise of the Board's reserved jurisdiction even if such reserved 

jurisdiction were limited, as petitioners suggest, to actions directed at 

protection of prior rights. As explained above, however, the Board concludes 

that its reserved jurisdiction under Term 80 authorizes changes necessary for 
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protection of water quality based upon public interest concerns as well as 

0 protection of prior rights. 

C. Due Process Consjderations 

Decision 1594 adopted the Term 91 Method 
#i 
'C authorized season of diversion for certain permittees 

&L reserved jurisdiction under Term 80. The petitioners 

due process were notified of and participated in the hearings and virtually 

every aspect of the admin i strative proceedings which led to adoption of 

of regulating the 

subject to the Board's 

who now allege lack of 

Decision 1594. Petitioners have not questioned the adequacy of the notice for 

these particular proceedings. Rather, their argument is that since 

Decision 1594 utilizes the same water quality standards which are recognized in 

Decision 1485, petitioners were entitled to receive indi 

proceedings leading to Decision 1485. The lack of such 

contend, constitutes a denial of due process. 

0 Petitioners' position reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of 

the interrelationship between the water quality control pl anning process and 

the appropriative water right process. The water quality standards which were 

vidual notice of the 

notice, petitioners 

relied upon in both Decision 1485 and Decision 1594 were established by the 

#'Water Qua1 i ty Control Plan, Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta and Suisun Marsh", 

August 1978, State Water Resources Control Board (hereinafter referred to as 

i the Delta Plan). (SWRCB Exh. 8.) Since the Delta Plan and Decision 1485 were 

primarily concerned with water quality in the Delta, the proceedings leading to 

the adoption of each were held jointly. Decision 1485 was the first water 

. 
9r right decision in which the water quality standards established in a Delta Plan 
“v+ 

,4 were applied to specific water right permits. Hence, in Decision 1594 and 

other water right proceedings, the short-hand reference to the standards has 
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become the "Decision 1485 standards". It should be recognized, however, that, 

pursuant to Water Code Section 13170, the standards reflected in Decision 1485 

were adopted in the Delta Plan as the State's water quality standards for the 

Delta area. In order to clarify the source of these standards, Decision 1594 

should be amended to make specific reference to the Delta Plan. 

Section 1258 of the Water Code requires that: 
l-6’ 

*. 

"In acting upon 
board shall consider 
established pursuant 
13000) of this code, 
terms and conditions 
plans." 

applications to appropriate water, the 
water quality control plans which have been 
to Division 7 (commencing with Section 
and may subject such appropriations to such 
as it finds are necessary to carry out such 

Thus, by providing that permits granted on applications under 

consideration in the Decision 1594 proceedings should be conditioned to reflect 

the water quality standards adopted in the Delta Plan, the Board simply 

proceeded as directed by statute. Water Code Section 13170 provides that state 

water quality control plans shall be adopted in accordance with the provisions 

governing adoption of regional water quality control plans. The applicable 

notice requirements for the proceedings leading to adoption of the Delta Plan 

are set forth in Water Code $13244 which requires notice by publication in the 

affected county or counties. Extensive public notice of the Delta Plan 

hearing was in fact provided. 

In this instance, notice was also provided to the Department of 

Water Resources and the Bureau of Reclamation since their i;ermits were directly 

before the Board in the water rights aspect of the combined proceedings. 

However, the "Plan of Implementation" section of the Delta Plan clearly states 

that actions other than revision of the permits issued for the CVP and SWP 

would be required 

Delta Plan state: 

to fully implement the plan. Pages VII-l and VII-2 of the 

0, 
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"At the time it adopts the final water quality control 
plan, the Board will adopt a corresponding water right decision 
amending terms and conditions for permits issued for SWP and 
CVP. Such terms and conditions will supplement the relevant 
provisions of this plan. 

. 

As stated in State Board Resolution No. 80-18, the proceeding leading to 

Decision 1594 is part of an integrated effort by the State Board to fully 

implement the Delta Plan. 

The law does not require nor would it be reasonable to require, 

individual notice to every waste discharger or water user who might eventually 

be affected by the water quality standards established in a state water quality 

plan. Term 80 permittees, as a group, were not individually notified of the 

proceedings leading to adoption of the Delta Plan, nor were their rights 

adversely affected when such plan was adopted. The question of the 

responsibility of Term 80 permittees toward assisting in meeting the water 

quality standards established in the Delta Plan was not before the Board until 

proceedings were initiated leading to adoption of Decision 1594. The 

petitioners were notified of the Decision 1594 proceedings and they have 

participated at all stages. 

Although the general nature of the proceedings differed from those 

involved in the present matter, the language of the court in Dami v. Department 

of Alcoholic Beverage Control (1959) 176 Cal.App.2d 144, 151, appears equally 
-1 

applicable to petitioners' contention in this proceeding: 

"Due process cannot become a blunderbuss to pepper 
proceedings with alleged opportunities to be heard at every 
ancillary and preliminary stage, or the process of 
administration itself must halt. Due process insists upon the 
opportunity for a fair trial, not a multiplicity of such 
opportunities." 
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In this instance, the Board finds that the notice to petitioners 

was adequate and that due process has been provided. Furthermore, as discussed 

in paragraph I'd." below, consideration of the fish and wildlife standards to 

which petit 

However, if 

fish and wi 

oners object has a minimal effect upon their season of diversion. 

petitioners' concern is that the quantity of water required for 
?-. 

dlife values may be increased in future proceedings, they will have c- 

the opportunity to appear in those proceedings, Since the season of diversion 

of most Term 80 permittees is now directly linked to the water quality 

standards established in the Delta Plan, Decision 1594 specifically provides 

that Term 80 permittees will be notified of any future proceedings involving 

revisions to Delta water quality standards which could affect their season of 

diversion. (Decision 1594, p. 36.) Further proceedings on Delta water quality 

standards are scheduled to begin in 1986, and if petitioners wish to become 

actively involved in revision of the standards established in the Delta Plan, 

they will be 

d. 

their season 

Neither have 

afforded the opportunity to do so. 

Petitioners' Request that Board,Adopt,a fixed Season 

The petitioners have not questioned the propriety of adjusting 

of diversion as may be necessary for protection of prior rights. 

they questioned that the agricultural and municipal and industrial 

standards recognized in Decision 1485 represent a proper determination of the 

standards necessary for protecting the use of water by holders of prior 

rights. Both at the hearing and in the memorandum of points and authorities in 

supPort of their petition for reconsideration, petitioners have stresses. that 

h- 
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their objection is to considering the fish and wildlife standards in 

determining their allowable season of diversion. Therefore, in order to 

evaluate the petitioners' request that the Board establish a fixed season of 

diversion for "old Tern 80" permittees, it is helpful to identify the effect of 

considering the fish and wildlife standards upon the season of diversion. The 

records shows that the average season of diversion would be reduced by only 

three days in the spring or early summer if Term 80 permittees are required to 

assist in meeting all Delta water quality standards rather than only those 

standards based on protection of prior rights (SWRCB Exh. 1, p. 46.) In late 

summer, consideration of the fish and wildlife standards would be expected to 

restrict diversions two days earlier than if only the prior rights standards 

are applied. (SWRCB Exh. 1, p. 46.) However, the entire month of August is 

excluded from the season of diversion in existing Term 80 permits for reasons 

unrelated to Term 91 and present Delta water quality standards. 

(Decision 1594, pp. 31, 32.) Therefore, in most years, the practical effect of 

considering the fish and wildlife standards would be limited on the average to 

a three-day reduction in the season of diversion. 

The amendments to Decision 1594 suggested by petitioners have 

little relation to the problems which they perceive as arising from considering 

the fish and wildlife standards. Petitioners presented testimony by 

engineer Kienlen at the hearing which, in general, supported adoption of the 

Term 91 Method or the Storage Release Tracking Method to determine the 

availability of water. (RT 4/13/83, p. 113, lines 11-24.) In cross- 

examination, Mr. Kienlen elaborated further, however, and suggested that, due 

to the recognition of water quality standards included in Decision 1485 which 
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go beyond protection of prior rights, "old Term 80" permittees should not be 

regulated under Term 91. Rather, as the petitioners now suggest in their, 

petition for reconsideration, Mr. Kienlen suggested that "old Term 80" 
@ 

permittees should continue to receive a fixed season of diversion. 

(RT 4/13/83, p. 140, line 11 - p. 141, line 25.) The fixed season of diversion 

suggested in the petition for reconsideration would exclude the period of VC- 
?V* 

June 16 - August 31, a period which, incidentally, is based upon the average 
&. 

period of unavailability, assuming that the standards adopted in the Delta Plan 

apply. (Decision 1594, p. 29.) 

A look at the practical effects of petitioners' requested change 

shows that the proposed cure is far worse than the perceived problem. Under 

the Term 91 Method, petitioners' season of diversion is regulated on a real- 

time basis and varies with the availability of water during each year. Even if 

petitioners' contention regarding the inapplicability of fish and wildlife 

standards were correct, the Term 91 Method would curtail their diversions only 

a few days early on the average. Using the suggested approach, however, 

petitioners would receive a fixed season which would be as much as ten weeks 

too long in a drought year such at 1977 and two weeks too short in a very wet 

year such as 1980. (SWRCB Exh. 1, p. 45.) 

In light of the fact that the fish and wildlife standards affect 

the season of availability by only a few days, the petitioners' comrnent~ about 

"undermining the financial integrity of water projects" are not supporteo. 

(Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Petition for 

Reconsideration, p. 10.) Those comments, combined with the petitioners' 

insistence upon receiving a fixed season of diversion, suggests a possible 

misapprehension of what a permit with a fixed season of diversion authorizes. 
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It clearly does not authorize a right to divert during a definite period 

regardless of water availability. Permittees who receive a fixed season of 

diversion are always subject to prior rights and may have to curtail their 

diversions accordingly. The Term 91 Method simply provides a reasonable 

indication of when such curtailment is necessary. Even if "old Term 80" 

permittees were considered exempt from any responsibility toward the fish and 

wildlife standards, their season of diversion in most years would be more 

accurately determined under the Term 91 Method than by relying upon a fixed 

season of diversion. 

8. Responsibility of Term 80 Permittees Toyard Future San Francisco .Bay Flow 
Standards 

The third change requested in the petition for reconsideration filed 

by various Term 80 permittees and interested parties is that Decision 1594 be 

modified to adopt as Board policy the position that only applications filed 

after the date of the final Board action in this matter will be subject to any 

water quality or flow standards for the San Francisco Bay. The memorandum of 

points and authorities submitted in support of the petition for reconsideration 

questions whether the Board's reserved jurisdiction under Term 80 is 

sufficiently broad to cover changes in permit conditions due to Bay standards. 

The scope of the Board's reserved jurisdiction under Term 80 is 

addressed at length on pages 34-36 of Decision 1594 and in Section 7 above. 

That discussion will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that the Board's 

reserved jurisdiction under the new and revised versions of Term 80 is broad, 

and that the Board has additional authority to regulate permittees in 

accordance witth Article X, Section 2 of the California Constitution and under 

the Board's mandatory duty to consider public trust values. 

Society, et al. -- v. City of Los Angeles (1983) 33 Cal.3d 419, --- 

346.) 
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Decision 1594 states that the evidence presented was suficient to put 

Term 80 permittees and new applicants on notice 

II . . . that the Board may exercise its reserved jurisdiction 
under Term 80 to review the7'r season of diversion as may be 
necessary for protection of beneficial uses in the Bay." 
(Decision 15494, p. 36; emphasis added.) 

The decision also amends the language of Standard Permit Term 80 for use in 

future permits to assure that permittees are expressly on notice that their 

permit conditions are subject to change. (Decision 1594, pp. 37, 54.) 

However, the decision establishes neither flow standards nor water quality 

standards for the San Francisco Bay, nor does it attempt to determine who must 

share in the responsibility for meeting such standards, if and when they are 

adopted. The Board will not attempt to answer those questions without adequate 

information and opportunity for hearing. Similarly, the Board declines the 

petitioners' invitation to attempt to limit the jurisdiction which the Board 

may exercise over permittees in the future in order to carry out its 

constitutional and statutory functions. 

9. Addition of Permit Terms 80 and 91 When Acting Up-on Petitions for 
Extension of Time or Petitions to Change Point of Diversion,.Place of Use 
or Purpose of Use 

The Term 80 permittees seeking reconsideration request that the Board 

adopt a policy that Permit Terms 80 and 91 shall not be included in permits as 

a condition for approving a petition to change a point of diversion, place of 

use, or purpose of use or as a condition for granting a petition for extension 

of time. Decision 1594 did not address the subject of permit conditions to be 

included when acting upon change petitions or requests for extension of time 

because it was unrelated to the primary matters at issue in the hearing. 
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In some instances, the Board might agree with the petitioners that a 

minor change in place of use should not subject a permittee to new restrictions 

on the exercise of a water right. In other instances, where a permittee has 

been slow in completing a permitted project, the Board might determine that an 

order granting an extension of time would properly include permit conditions 

applicable to other projects completed at the same approximate time. 

Attempting to establish a policy on this subject before knowing the issues and 

facts which may come before the Board appears both unnecessary and unwise. The 

decision will not be amended as requested. 

10. Reference to Public Trust Doctrine 

The final request of the petition for reconsideration filed by several 

Term 80 permittees is to delete all references to the public trust doctrine and 

National Audubon Society v. City of Los Angeles (1983) 33 Cal.3d 419, 189 --- 

Cal.Rptr. 346.) Petitioners object to relying upon the public trust doctrine 

as a basis for amending Term 80 permits since protection of the public trust 

may also justify similar changes in non-Term 80 permits. 

Petitioners argument appears to be that all changes in the terms or 

conditions of appropriative water right entitlements due to certain public 

trust considerations must be made simultaneously or not at all.* As a 

practical matter, however , complex problems must be addressed in stages. 

- 

* It should be noted for the record that petitioners' suggestion that Term 91 
could be applied uniformly to all permittees diverting from the Delta watershed 
could not be legally justifiedTnce many of those permittes have superior 
rights to the Bureau of Reclamation and Department of Water Resources. 
Consequently, their water quality obligations may differ substantially. 
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Nothing in the Audubon decision requires the Board to initiate proceedings to 

exercise jurisdiction over every possible water right on public trust grounds. 

The Decision 1594 proceedings examined water right permits which are 

subject to the Board's reserved jurisdiction under Term 80. In acting upon 

those permits, the Board is required under the Audubon decision to consider the 

public trust values of maintaining acceptable water quality in the Delta. (33 

Cal.3d 419, 447, 189 Cal.Rptr. 346, 364.) It is entirely appropriate to refer 

to the public trust in Decision 1594 and the decision will not be amended to 

delete such references. 

ORDER 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, that: 

(1) Decision 1594 shall be amended in the following respects: 

(a) A footnote to the first sentence of Section 5 of the Findings portion 

of the Decision should be added as stated below and subsequent 

footnotes should be renumbered accordingly: 

"The water quality standards were established in the 
'Water Quality Control Plan, Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta and Suisun March', adopted by the State Water 
Resources Control Board on August 16, 1978 (Delta 
Plan). Board Decision 1485, also adopted on 
August 16, 1978, implements the water quality 
standards established in the Delta Plan. In this 
proceeding and other water rights proceedings, these 
standards have frequently been referred to simply as 
the Decision 1485 standards." 

(b) The last paragraph of Section 24 of the Findings portion of the 

decision should be amended to read as follows: 
r 
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"AS shown in Tables 1 and 2 in Section 16, 
permittees diverting less than 1.0 cfs by direct 
diversion or less than 100 AF by diversion to 
storage account for a very small percentage of the 
water subject to the Board's reserved jurisdiction 
under Term 80. Such permittees will receive a fixed 
season of diversion which excludes the period of 
June 16 to August 31. (See Section 17.) The Board 
does not believe that continuation of reserved 
jurisdiction over the season of diversion for such 
water users is justified by the small quantity of 
water involved. Therefore, except in the San 
Joaquin Basin, Term 80 will be deleted from permits 
for direct diversion of less than 1.0 cfs or for 
diversion to storage of less than 100 AF. Due to 
the water quality prooblems discussed in Section 21, 
the Board will continue to reserve jurisdiction over 
all Term 80 permittees in the San Joaquin Basin." 

(c) Paragraph (5) of the Order portion of the decision shall be amended 

to read as follows: 

"(5) Except for permits authorizing diversion in 
the San Joaquin Basin, Term 80 shall be 
deleted from all permits which authorize 
direct diversion of less than 1.0 cubic foot 
per second or diversion to storage of less 
than 100 acre-feet." 

(d) Paragraph (7) of the Order portion of the decision shall be amended 

to read as follows: 

"(7) The following term (designated as Standard 
Water Right Permit Term 93) shall be added to 
all Term 80 permits which authorize diversion 
from the San Joaquin watershed upstream of 
Vernalis, except for permits for projects that 
do not alter the rate of quantity of flow 
entering the Delta: 

'No diversion is authorized by this 
permit when (1) in order to maintain 
the water quality in the San Joaquin 
River at Vernalis at a level of 500 
parts per million (ppm) Total 
Dissolved Solid (TDS), the Bureau of 
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Reclamation is releasing stored water 
from New Melones or is curtailing the 
collection of water to storage, or 
(2) during any time of low flows when 
TDS levels at Vernalis exceed 
500 ppm. This restriction shall not 
apply when, in the judgment of the 
Board, curtailment of diversion under 
this permit will not be effective in 
lowering the TDS at Vernalis, or when 
in the absence of the permittee's 
diversion, hydraulic continuity would 
not exist between the permittee's 
point of diversion and Vernalis. The 
Board shall notify permittee at any 
time curtailment of diversion is 
required under this terni."' 

(e) The following new Paragraphs 8 and 9 shall be added to the Order of 

the decision and the present Paragraphs 8 through 11 shall be 

renumbered accordingly. 

"(8) Term 80 shall be deleted from the permits 
issued on Applications 25056, 26162, 26469 
and 27302. 

"(9) The following term shall be added to permits 
issued on Applications 25056, 26162, 26469 and 
27302: 

'This permit authorizes the use for 
hydroelectric power generation of 
water diverted under a permit or 
license issued pursuant to 
Application(s) This permit 
does not authorize di vekion of 
additional water to storage beyond the 
quantity which is diverted to storage 
under the permit or license issued on 
Application(sj 2 :I . 

(2) The Petition for Reconsideration of Decision 1594 by the U. S. Bureau of 

Reclamation is denied. 
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(3) The Petition for Reconsideration of Decision 1594 by the Delta Water Users 

Association and South Delta Water Agency is denied. 

(4) The petition for Reconsideration of Decision 1594 filed by South Sutter 

Water District, Browns Valley Irrigation District, East Bay Municipal 

Utility District, Reclamation District No. 2068, 2047 Drain Water Users 

Association, Sacramento River Water Contractors Association, Yuba County 

Water Agency, Yolo County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, 

Natomas Central Mutual Water Company, Burtis Jansen, Gunnersfield 

Enterprises, Scheidel and Osterli Farming Company and Newhall Land and 

Farming Company is denied. 

Dated: FEB 1 1984 

N Dxi, Vice 
-*--_--..--... 

I 
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